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"With Malice toward None, with CharitycrAH, and with iFinnaesa in tlse Riglit"
VOLÜMH

TtQYrnM0i
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A Tragedy

MARCH

lil THE

Wedding Bells

CF VLADIVOSTOK

VICINITY

r

Modesto Andrada. a son of
BAKER CABLE
Ear! Cable and Miss Ida Baker
Leopoldo Andrada, was found
a surprise on their friends by
wound sprung
dead from a gun-shdriving out to the home xt Rev. E. B.
in 'his father's house in La Cinta Holmes Sunday morning and being
Canyon Thursday Morning. The quMly married. Frank Baker, brother to the bride and Miss Jeanette Lusk
news was brought here by a wompanying them asvitnesses.
messenger with a plea for officers After the ceremony they came back
town and attended church their
to come and investigate but it is to
friends learning of their event afterout of the Roy jurisdiction so ward.
The bride is the eldest daughter of
íhey did not go.
A. J. Baker, homesteader in the Rock
young
a
was
manr
The
viclim
.
Springs community and has long been
'of about 20 years and a member at the head of her father's household,
of one o'f the best families iu La since the death of the mother years
Ego. A charming young' lady .whore
Cinta and a nephew of Mrs.
friends are all 'who know her.
Laumbach.
The groom is a son of George Cable,
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The seriesof farmers meetings
on the mesa this week have fosen
well attended generally. The
meeting atSloy Wednesday niight
was espieillly interesting, and
many farmers came to town for
it. We regret our inability tto report it in full.
'

Mrs. Fvcnk Seidel is iproudly
displaying a picture of frank
and several of his comrades tak-e- n
over in Germany where lie is
with the 115th Engineers. He
looks so fat and big thattfhere is
no reason to worry about his
health tout Emma wants him
back jnrot the same.
M&nk

Woods, of Mosquero,
Sown Monday and called

--

were-Mes-da-

'

now get in touch with a Revenue man."
This word of advice Is from Alfred

Leatherman.

1

k

coat-tails-

door-bel-

one of the best dairy herds on the mesa. He also has a complete outfit of
teams and farm implements that will
meet the .needs of any farmer who

Roy "has a new Photograph Gallery
Mr. Gabriel Zellar, of the Elite Studio
at Raton, has leased the Apptl Building aTid will proceed to introduce the
newest "and best in the photographic
art. Now is the time to get pictures
of the city kind without having to go

.

4'

needs anything.
He will have bills out this week and
you should keen this sale in mind and
attend it..
His neighbor, George Cockrell, will
izo have a sale April 2d, we have not
learned if he, too, has sold out.
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Eev. E. L. Pratt went to Solano Tuesday on a business mission. He is still weak from his
recent siege of Pneumonia and
he plans to go back to his form
er home and farm in Nebraska,
to live until he is able to take up

active wrk..
are gettiog several f sfcandard
forms such as Mortgages, Deeds
Miss Mae Jackson, manager
Bills of Sale Notes etc, linotyped
of
the Wilson Store at Solano,
and keep thera standing readjr to went to Mili Tuesday to remain
,
print so we can soon accomodate
she recovers froni a severe
until
a lot of business but there are cold which ehe fears may become
many forms we eannot afford to
Flu.' E. D. Choate is in charge
keep in stock. Judge Foster has
the store during her absence.
of
most of those we don't have.
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Several auto loads of your.;j
people drove out to trie La. e
"Deublcr iarni Monday night to
pay th'eir respect3 to Earl Cabit
and his bride.
After a short session of noise
they were invited in and enjoyed
the hospitality of the new home.
Indications are that several of
the guests are impressed with
the wish to go and do likewise.

as a result 'Kinny a "doughboy"
s deprived of his "nmUIn's." Those were
The four school teachers who
the days when most anybody, cKclally If that somebody happened to be a
-lnnt" at lite front, would aamlt that Sherman was absolutely right.
live at the R. A. Pendleton home

entertained a number of their
friends Friday evening at their
athletic activities throughout tto
home. Games and music and re
FOR HOME
KEEP
unit"
In another section of the order, pro- freshments furnished diversion
vision Is
for mass athletics and in addition to the privilege of
SLOGAN OVERSEAS competitionsnadefor every possible
man,
charming
on
company athletic cham- meeting with such
They were Misses
pionship and official A. E. P. cham- hostesses.
Pershing laauei Order Designating pionships la a wide variety of sports. Blevins, Fetzer and the Misses
y. M.C A. to Supervisa
"Keep Fit for Home" Is now the sloIlanna.
gan. If the period of demobilization
.Athletics.

HI

Is not to be, as Doctor Mott has put
It, "a period of demoralization" for
is reported that Miss Dorothy
Paris. General Pershing's pwrftlon many men, attractive, constructive Gibbs is having Mumps and is
regarding the i. M. C A.'s manage- physical activities must Immediately
this
ment of aMiMIc activities m the be substituted. To a certain degree a unable to attend school
American expeditionary forces te' set continuation of military drill will meet week. We are almost glad of this
the situation, but the games and play, evidence that she is still a child
forth in the fallowing army order:
"The Y. M. C A., with the approval Informal and competitive, will be in spite
of the grown-u- p airs she
of the commander In chief, has organized found the best agency to meet the call
physical
weJMelig.
for
sometimes
assumes.
a department of athletics aad Is
There will be physical expression of
prepared to giwe every asslstauee In
ifflie developiiwot. of general athletics some sort, particularly during the lei
nd the arrangement and management sure time of the poldier. Shall it be
METHODIST BIG DAY
,of iconipetitipns between military (anits. destructive, disorderly and dull or
A Banquet and Program will
'lit has a large mumber of specially constructive, orderly and Interesting?
t)Etlned ' physical directors in '
The army has decided for the latter. be given at the Christian Church
play and other atWetlc activities sow It has adopted a program maintaining
March 19 at
ha Ks ranks In Frasee. One of these a wise balance between the amount of next Wednesday,
will te attached to the staff of each drill necessary to maintain military ef- 7:30 P. M.
áivtAon aad sepárete unit, a'nd will ficiency and discipline and the amount
The
fee designated In onders as the
of play necessary to keep men physi
Team"
Dr.
are coming then.
(or unit) athletic director, and cally stimulated, and so the responsi
bility for the pluy side of this pro S. A. bright, of Albuquerque, is
under supervision f the division
oflicer will be diarged wtthxhe gram for the 2,000,000 men In France Dis. Supt. of the English N. M.
repon(tiIllty for tfce arrangement, Is placed upon Y. M. C. A. athletic
management and general conduct of j directors, experts in their profession. Dist. Kev. Clyde J. Keegan, ot

It

nearest bank a blank Form 1010 A.
That form contains the Information he
irtll need to enable him to figure his
torrect net Income and any tax that he
1
)wes the government.
The law requires that every unmar-;le- d
person who had n net Income of
1,000 or over and every married per-iwhose net income was $2.000 or
iver (including the income of husband.
r wife and the enniings of minor
hildren, If tiny) nv.ist make a return
m or before March 15th. And thU
Iiilrcnient (Iocs not Iilnge on whether
'
lie person owes a tax.
Taxable Income.
'..íjf
An Individual must Include under
;ross Income n'l gains, profits and
derived from rularles, wages or
rompensation for personal servl.R ofi
whatever kind luttl In whatever form
Liildyor from professions, voen'o.us
Misiness, sales or dealings in property
)f all kinds, Interest, rent, dividends
r profits derived from any source
whatever. Very few Hems of Income-irexempt.
Deductions Include ordinary and
'
business expenses, interest paid
taxes
x qccrued on indebtedness,
ill kinds except Federal Income and.'
excess profits taxes and assessments
Tor local benefits, losses gctl'wl'ty sustaineddebts ascertained io be
less and depreciation on buildings, machinery, fixtures, etc., used in business.'
A further deduction Is allowed for contributions to corporations operated for
religious, charitable, scientific or educational purposes or for the prevention
of cruelty to children or animals to an
amount not exceeding 15 per cent of
the taxpayer's net Income as computed
without the benefit of the contribute
deduction.
The taxpayer Is not allowed to deduct any personal, living or family expense, any amount spent for Improving
property or any expense of restoring
property or making good Its exhaustion for which an allowance Is claimed
under depreciation.
Figuring the Tax.
Before figuring the noruip I tax the
dividends are deducted as credits from,
net Income, together with the persenat
exemption. As In previous years, dividends of domestic corporations are exempt from normal tax when received
by th stockholder.
The normal tax rates for citizens-an,he

on

nec-sssa-

of

oaj

residents are as follows: On the
first $4,000 of net Income In excess of
the credits the rate is 6 per cent; on
nj further taxable Income the rate is
12 per cent
The surtax rates apply to net Income of each individual In excess of
$5,000.
The personal exemption and
the dividends are not deductible before
computing surtax. In the case of retiras by husband and wife, the net Income of each is considered separately
in computing any surtax that may be
due. Form 1040 should be used for
luak'ng return of net Income exceeding $5,00U, and the Instructions on that
Raton, is Dist. Leader of the Ra form will show how to figure the surton Sub Dist. They will speak at tax.
BuimtM House Returns,
the Banquet on the great Cente- Employers and others who paid
nary movement, and will bring wages, salaries, rents, interest or similar determinable gains in an amount
us a great message.
of $1,000 or over during 1818 tó any
Prof; Herbert E. Nixon, of iersor.must fila an Information return

tss

Bright-Keegan-Nix-
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Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Baum and
the editor of the
guests at the F. A. Roy home
Wednesday. One of those sumptuous dinners Mrs. Roy prepares
made the guests glad they came
and explains why Mr. Roy al-- !
ways looks go well fed.
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Mr.
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and Mrs. Hugh
Mitchdll, Sunday, March 3d. A
Tl above picture was tnlwn in Italy and slmws a T. M. C. A. camion
fine baby girl. The parents were
too bashful to report it. but loadi'dts Mitü good things for the soldiers. The driver hus just taken his seat
sad
receiving final Instructions hefore starting
on his lour of distribuGrandpa, Henry Mitchell, told us tion. Tim transportation problem wis one of the out
with which the "Y"
the news and is frankly very had to deal. At one time, for Instance, the organization Kent a shipment cf an
of them
proud f his little grand daught- even hundred autotrucks to Frnwe, but on their urrival eighty-fivwere eotnnumdeered by the nruyr. .Men, food and munitions were more imer.
portant t Cuide Sam then toan clgarettes, chocolate and chewing gum, and
I3orn-t- o

;ac-cide- nt

Mrs. Ogden suffered an attack
of Flu this week and had to dismiss her gchool at Solano Wednesday noon. We went after her
in the Flivver and got her home
and to bed and she Í3 getting
fine with a prospect of getting back to school Monday.

,

mes,

jx-ns-

CoMiron
and
daughter .called Tuesday md orDr. Brown has a fine well at
dered ttie-for a year. 'They his new 'house with plenty of
find they .need it since they & ave water, fía witched it bhnsel'
moved to their new homeon the and hadihe usual resuJtBoe'has
ranch.
never had a dry hole átü'led
when he located the place.
;an
Carlysle Coulware
'wfcwih nearly destroyed
Sam Strong is having a well
his Ford Wednesday,
fie was drilled athis home on tfoe west
warming iup the carburettor side. He Dlans to have a wrivaite
which was leaking and the 'gas suppíy beíere the" village can iget
burned enough to make it inter- to it.
"
i
esting before he got a rug and
mothered the flames.
Martin Rhyne has purchased
the
itract a mile east &f
A federal iawstigator reprte(i Roy, frontmglMr. Ivey's home,
KiOO cases of Fk.at
Dawson tii;is with the wheat crop that won it
Reporte
from Mosquero, The price was 'higher than some
week.
Mills and SolaBodl show many lland 3 held here but the wheat
caaes on this mesa and Roy has promises to pay for it this suma let of it. There sure but a few mer. Mr. Dunn old it to him.
easea of Pneumoraia reported.
McClure, of Hills, called
Wednesday to get & supply of
blank. Our supply 5s run low
now because paper ú jes expens
ive it detsen't pay to print up
dollars worth of papér ímúo blanks
that sell in nickle. quantifies. We

TO

THIS TELLS HOT

party of ladies from the

ollice-un-

Czecho-Slovn-

.

JJ.

f

Misses, Hazel Halferty, Edythe Franklin, Collector of Internal Iteve- -'
one of the oldest and most successful
homesteaders 'of the mesa. He has
Hornbaker, Elizabeth Epps, Car- nue, Phoenix, Ariz., who is collecting
grown up from childhood in this comol Fetzer and the1 Misses Griner. the Income Tnx'in Arizona and New
munity and an exemplary young man.
Mexico. Collector Franklin is giving
' Lunch was served and the without charge every aid of his
Their home will be on a farm near
Y. M. C. A. man distributing bars of chocolate to
Showing
Aiiierlciin
on
Roy where a host of friends will gladly
his enlarged field force to help
Siberia. The Y. M. C. A. gave chocolate, cigarettes, guests seemed well pleased with
soldlrrs
extend felicitations.
get their payments and their
etc., to the men on the extremo front lines and sold them elsewhere. Writing their visit wujle the Roy Ladies
returns in by March 15th.
,
paper,
concerts,
moving
were
to
etc.,
Ink,
pictures,
always
men.
free
the
Leo Wagner is alsj a victim Because of the vry heuvy expense incident to shipping all kinds of supplies were delighted with their guests
But the Income Tax men will not
or your
l
your
pull
of the Flu.
overseas and then hauling them to the front, the Y. M. C. A., ordered by the,
to the Collector's announceRaymond Pendleton has the According
,tvur 'dpartnent to charge cost plus transportation, wus In some cases forced
ment. It Is squarely up to every Indi- -,
The L O. O. F. was unable to to cluirge the oldlers more than the sume giwxls would have cost them In the Flu. He was obliged to leave a rldual to figure out his own case and
United States, with the result that the organization has been severely critiput on their degree work Wednes cized. In view of this criticism, the army olllclals finally came to the Y. ,M. shop full of repair work and go la get busy if he comes within the
icope of the new Revenue law.
day night on account of so many 'C. A.'Sj rescue, with the result that the boys overseas are now buying canteen to bed Wednesday.
Did You Earn This Much? "'"!'
being absent acct. sickness. Nex t supplies In many cases much cheaper than they can be bought In the United
Every unmarried person who re- -'
States.
Wednesday night they will put
B. C. Jordan has sold his farm, ona reived Income averaging $19.25 a week
on 1st and 2nd. degrees and have
(of the best improved in the' Mills Jurlng 1918 and every married couple
ho jointly received Income averaging
country, and will have a sale March
a "feed". All members urged
"GOODIES" FOR ITALY'S FIGHTERS
25th. Mr. Jordan has spent the past (38.50 a week should secure at once
to come for a good time.
ten years in, collecting on this farm !rom the nearest Deputy Collector or
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Mrs. E. N.

l

mm una

were Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Ansley,
and Mrs. Dennis. Roy ladies pre"Don't wait until the final due dote,
March 15, for paying your Income Tax
sent to receive them
Willcox Chm, Roy, Sar- and making your return. Avoid the
minute rush. Any person can figgent, Brashears, Christman, Wil- last out
his liability tcday as well as he
ure
son, Lusk, Kilmurray, Crowe, can next week, and. if thare is any
Kitchell, Alldredge, Johnson, and point on which he needs advice he can

ai- -

was in
to attend some business nd orto the t'ity for them.
der the
sent to him in future
Mark-anc- e
thought he wanted to Mrs. Al Hanson and children
leave the mesa b'xt he thinks of Springer, are guests at the
..differently now.'
parental J. Floersheim homethis
week m Roy.
;Nutter was a píeisant
caller st this office Mon'dty. lie
is glad W get out to town after
VICTOPY LIBERTY l.OAM
the leng winter which has kept
him cica? at home.

Little iMiss Dessie Gilstrap,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Gilstrap, has been forced 'to stay
out of .school for a few &ys on
account siekness.
Her little sister, Jeanette, also has ibeeii sick.

a

..

Mills Red Cross Branch were
FIGURE IIICOLIE TAX
guests of the Roy Chaptes Tuesday afternoon of this week. They
Up to Every Individual
came to get in touch with their Squarely
to Get Busy by March 15
methods here as well as enjoy
Nguests
a social afternoon. The
or Surfer Penalty.

A,

-

AVl--

-

Guests from Mills

ot

P3

v-
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1.

Dr. M. D. Gibbs has closed a
deal for the Búngalo property of
Mrs. Sargent; He will take pos
session about May 1st. and occu
py it as a residence. The Doctor
has long planned to buy a residence of h;s own and this is the

Cipaiano Lujan has added e- lectric lights to the equipment of
his store in Roy. Thj current
comes from the storage batteries of the picture show plant. It Arizona will sing as no one else
adds materially to both the safe-te- y can, they all will be entertained.
and convenience of his store. All is invited. The banquet is

first desirable property at an attractive price he has found lately. We congratulate him.

free.

Rev. J. M. Wilson, Pastor of
Rev, G. B. Hall js suffering
E. Church will hold sertheM.
from a wound On his left leg in- Sunday
morning and eve- vices
fliítpfl hv a enw t.n wViiph Vie wan
the
Ch.r,stain Uurch
Several changes in ownership carrying feed He is pretty lame J"
members
he
are urgently
of real estate are reported but and we wouldn't blame him- if jAl'
to
present:
be
and al!
we are cautioned not to tell-v- et
that cow had to rustle her eats guested
cordially
are
invited.
(Others
for a while.
i
-

J

with the Government.
Blanks may
from the Collector.
Every partnership roust file a return
showing Its Income and deductions anil
the name and address of each partner,
with his share of the profits or losses
during the past year. 1'ersonsl service
corporations will file similar Informa- - i
:
lion for 1038.
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"

RECORD OW THC
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OP EVENTS AT
t
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE.

MENT8, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEAR OF MANKIND.
Western Newapaper Union Hews Service.

WESTERN
The House of the Montana Legislature has gone on record as favoring
the return of the railroads to private
Ownership.

Governor Ben W. Olcott has been
Sworn Into office as the successor of
the late Governor James Wlthycoinbe
of Oregon.
After ten years of experiments the
state of Idaho gave up the direct primary system of nominations and returned to the convention plan. Governor Davis signed the amended new
election law, which repeals the direct
primary.
A bill creating a government petroleum company designed to develop oil
fields In the Philippine, islands has
been signed by Governor Yeator. The
company is to be capitalized at 500,000
pesos, the island government holding
a majority of the stock.
The Senate of the Utah Legislature
passed, 11 to 6, an
law
which, it is said, will absolutely prohibit the manufacture and sale of cigarettes or material for their manufacture in the state. The measure now
goes to the House for action.
Dr. Robert C. Smedley, 47 years old,
widely known Denver physician, died
In Denver of a disease that has baffled
physicians, though of dropsical origin.
He is mirviwed by his widow and two
children, aged 16 and 10. He was u
nephew of Dr. William Smedley.
Approximately 29,000 cases of technical violations of the selective service law hare been discovered by federal investigators at Olympia, Wash
Clarence I. Jteames, special United
States district attorney, announced in
Seattle. Mr. Keames said several hundred of the cases would be prosecuted.
Invitations for a mass meeting In
Chicago on May 1 have been 'sent to
various parts of the country from Socialist headquarters In that city. ' According to the invitations, the meet-lu- g
is to be a "convention for amnesty
and free speech," and its purported
objects are to bring about the release
of all "political prisoners," such as
William D. Haywood and others of the
Industrial Workers of the World, convicted of disloyalty; cause the repeal
of the espionage act and "take such
other steps as shall be found wise to
freedom
of action and
establish
speech."

WASHINGTON
Naval stations and yards were directed by Secretary Daniels to restore
to his former position upon discharge
every man who left
work to enter a fighting branch of the
service.

Premier "".emenceau has resumed his
official tasks.
King Peter of Serbia soon will retire in favor of Prince Regent Alexander, according to a Flume dispatch
to the Idea Nplonale, quoting advices
from Belgrade.
As a result of representations of
American officials, the British government has consented to the removal of
all censorship on business, commercial
and all other messages.
The German legation at Libau reports that Bolshevlkl have occupied
the Island of Oesel and assassinated
the secretary of the German legation,
his wife and a courier.
Typhus is spreading at an nlnrmln
rate In Russia and the food situation
Is very bad. Such food as is available
is held at prohibitive prices, according
to advices reaching this country.
Two Polish officers were killed
when the Ukrainians fired on the train
bearing the Interallied commission to
Poland after Its departure from Lem-berThe officers had boarded the
train by mistake.
An American relief commission has
arrived In Constantinople and Is engaged In preparing for transportation
of food and medical supplies and
clothing Into the Caucasus, Anatolia,
Armenia, CUlcIa and Syria. '
Negotiations are proceeding at Harbin and Urga, it has been learned
from authoritative sources, for the
purpose of giving the Japanese th
right to take over Russian rights and
privileges in outer Mongolia.
On the casualty lists of the French
army, the word "missing" is written
opposite the names of 314,000 men. Investigations have established the fact
that of this number all hope for approximately 120,000 must be aban-

g.

'

doned.

"I am still true to the monarchy and
do not sympathize With the new regime," Field Marshal von HIndenburf
Is quoted as saying in an interview.
"It was only with reluctance and
that I retained my position in
the army.
The number of cases of spotted
fever In Germany rose within the week
from 144 to more than 500. Of these
eighteen cases were reported In Berlin, where there were three deaths
from the disease. It is reported that
the disease was brought to Germany
by troops and civilians returning from
'
Russia.
dla-tas- te

SPORT
Edwin Mooers, infielder with the
Richmond Virginia league club last
year, signed a contract with the New
Yark American league club.
The New York American league club
announced the release to the Sacramento club of the Peciflc Coast leagu
of Pitchers William Plercey and A. C.
Vance.
Miller Huggins, manager of the New
York Americans, Informed club headquarters In New York that he had induced Pitcher Bob Shawkey, a holdout,
to sign a 1919 contract.
Dennis Wllle, outfielder, and Herbert Brenton, pitcher, members of the
Sucramento club of the Pacific Coast
league baseball team last year, have
been traded to the Oakland club for
William Prough, pitcher, and Roxy
Middleton, outfielder.

GENERAL
Ferdinand de Mohrenschlldt,
of William G. McAdoo, former secu
retary of the treasury, died of
at his home In New York.
The high license law which went Into effect reduced the number of saloons in Tanama from C80 to 100. A
number of saloon keepers who took
out licenses paid fbr only the month
of March, owing to the fact that the
carnival and festival to be held this
month will be of unusual magnitude.
It is therefore expected there will be
a further reduction in licensed places
April 1. Under the new law licenses
cost. $l.r0 a month.
China's first woman lawyer, Mile.
R. Tcheng, has arrived In Canada
from the Orient on her way to Paris,
where she will represent the peace
conference for the Associated Press of
pneu-moni-

Secretary Baker has announced the
appointment of Col. Arthur Woods,
former police commissioner of New
Xork city, as special assistant to the
secretary of war in labor readjustment problems.
The government has no Immediate
intention of relinquishing control of
railroads as a result of the failure of
Congress to appropriate funds for the
railroad administration, Director General nines has stated.
At the request of the postoffice department,
the geographic board
changed the official abbreviation for
California from "Cal." to "Calif." The
change was made because of confusion with the abbreviation for Colo- China.
rado.

Amendment of the federal reserve
act by the Congress just adjourned
has resulted in Increasing from
to $49,408,340, the combined
surplus of the twelve federal reserve
banks, said a reserve board statement
Just issued.
Casualties on American railroads
during 1917 resulted In the death of
9,567 persons and the Injury of 70,970,
the Interstate Commerce Commission
reported. ' During the previous year
H.476 Hws were I08 and 66,982 persons
were injured.
Arrest of two additional naval reservists in connection with .the investigation of charges of bribery in the
third naval district are announced by
Secretary Daniels. This makes a total
of five men now held. They areXleut
Benjamin S. Davis and Benolt James
Ellert; Ensign I'ául Beck and Chief
Boatswains Lloyd G. Casey and Frederick A. Jones.
Forty per cent of the total known
oil supply in the United States, exclusive of oil shale deposits In three
Btates, has been exhausted, according
to estimates transmitted by Secretary
Ltne to the Senate commerce committee and made public by the Senate
committee.
Service and wound chevrons have
been authorized by the War Department for telephone operators and similar female employes with the expeditionary forces. The chevrons may be
worn when the employés are in the
prescribed uniforms.

officers
One hundred and fifty-nin- e
and members of the Wholesale Saddlery Association and .wenty associ-

ated, retail harness associations, component sections of the National Harness Manufacturers' Association of the
United States were ordered by the federal trade commission to stop trade
practices which the commission held
constituted conspiracy In restraint of
trade.
A mammoth hydroplane with a wing
spread of 250 feet, the largest yet designed, is now under construction for
the American navy at League Island,
Philadelphia, It was revealed by an
aeronautic expert. The giant airship
will be driven by five Liberty motors
of 400 horsepower each, and will develop n speed of ninety miles, with a
cruising radius of 3,000 miles, it was
declared rendering It capable of
crossing the Atlantic without a stop.
It will possess a carrying' capacity of
passengers.
seventy-fiv- e
Hisses greeted the names of Wood-roWilson, Lloyd George and William
H. Taft when they were mentioned at
the Central opera house In New York,
where Sinn Feiners gathered to celebrate the IrlKh republic accepted by
all those present as an established
fact.
Twenty-fivdollars a glass which
Is merely at the rate of 5100 a quart
will be the price of imported champagne after July 30 if there happens
to be any left then according to an
announcement of local dealers of New
,
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NEWS
ADDRESS BIG CROWD IN THE
METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE

Western Newspaper Union Newi Service.

IN NEW YORK.
With steady curtailment of spelter
output in Missouri, Oklahoma, Illinois
and Kansas, the settlement price Is
$0.25 per 100 pounds,' or $2 per ton POWERS WANT LEAGUE
lower figure In the Colorado market.
As present prices are .under coat of
production the smelters are .not Inclined to concede anything to buyers. PRESIDENTIAL PARTY SAILS FOR
Consumers are not eager to buy save
EUROPE AGAIN ABOARD THE
for present consumption, but a better
GEORGE WASHINGTON.
market is looked for when building
some
In.
by
held
operations set
It is
authorities that the bottom has been Western Newspaper Union News Service
reached. The London price of silver
New York, March 4. On the eve of
Is officially fixed at 47.75 pence per
return to the peace conference,
his
ounce, the parity of $1 per ounce in
Vice President Wilson delivered an address
New York being 46.65 pence.
House, New
President Brush of the American at the Metropolitan Opera
a
Smelting and Refining Company esti- York, urging establishment of
mates an annual shortage of silver League of Nations. Former President
same platequal to 170,000,000 ounces and ex- Taft, speaking from the
bepects high prices for the metal, espe- form, also outlined his reasons for
be formed
should
league
a
lieving
that
direcmint
cially if the United States
tor were forced to buy to make up for to prevent future wars. Governor
the
shipments to India. America's output Smith of New York presided at
meeting.
ounces.
For
68,000,000
1918
was
In
Governor Smith opened his speech by
tungsten the market Is stagnant with
paying a tribute to the part the New
60 per cent concentrate selling at $15 Vork soldiers had played in the war.
yet won," he said,
per unit. If the price falls below $15 "The war is notwon
until the Golden
will not be
the Burmese mines may cease to pro- "and
Into
the International
Is
written
Rule
duce, following the example of the law of the world."
He Introduced Mr. Taft as the man
A New
Boulder, Colo., compaules.
"who had worn the purple of the PresYork dispatch says that the 100,000,-00- 0 ident of the United States and with
pounds of copper which the export grace anfl honor."
As tha President and
association took over has been dis- Taft
emerged from the room In which
posed of. If this is true, then the they conferred and walked through the
thronged wings onto the stage, Mr.
situation In the trade will materially Taft
said: "I don't know on which side
Improve. Small sales are reported in of you I should walk, Mr. President."
the left, and the President
London at one point less than 15 cents He was on nodded.
Mr. Taft was greetsmiled and
marIn
that
to the pound. It is stated
ed with loud handclapping.
"A League of Nations covenant Is Inket that the expected recovery from
to the treaty of peace, if
the battlefields of Europe Is placed at dispensable
the war Is to accomplish the declared
purpose of this nation and the world,
3,000,000 pounds.
former President William Howard Taft
told the audience at the Metropolitan
Opera
House in an exhaustive discusColorado.
sion of the league principles, preceding
There is every Indication that the the address of President Wilson.
An adherence to the Washlngtonlan
great La Sal copper mines at Cashln,
policy of avoiding foreign alliances
county,
to
are
Colo., western Montrose
could not be applied to the present international status, Mr. Taft declared,
be opened this spring.
"because the Interests of the United
are Inevitably Involved in the
A two-foflat vein of gold, silver States
preservation of European peace." For
ton,
to
$40
copper,
the
running
and
the United States to withdraw from the
he asserted, would make the
has been opened up on the Fannie project,
of Nations merely "a return to
Rawlings near Leadville, and ship- League
the system of alliances and the "balrecurments of two carloads a week have ance of power,' with a speedy country
rence of war. in which this
been begun. The strike is on the third would certainly be Involved, as it was
and fourth levels and the ore Is the in the present struggle."
The rank and file of the American
same quality as that found in the
people are standing firmly behind
Ibex.
President Wilson, declared Governor
in presenting "the world leader
Recent development at the ninth, Smith
of today the President of the United
Cres-soStates."
levels
of
the
tenth and eleventh
The President began speaking at
mine at Cripple Creek has dis- 9:50
o'clock.
The President declared he was conclosed a veritable network of velifs, ac"by unmistakable evidences
cording to the report of General Man- vinced
from all parts of the country" that the
ager A. L. Bloomfleld. The mine man- nation was in favor of the League of
ager is further accredited with the Nations.
"I am more happy because this
statement that it is confidently ex- means this is not a party issue," he
"This is not a party Issue and
said.
pected these veins will converge and no party
in the long run will dare
form another huge and rich ore body. oppose it."
an effective
President
The
High values obtain in the ore from working agreementsaid
for a League of
thesei veinlets and have ranged from Nations was sought abroad. Intrigue
stand publicity, and if the
two ounces gold to the ton and up- cannot
League of Nations were nothing but
ward.
a big debating society it would kill
intrigue.
Practically every tungsten mine In
Under the covenant, he said, It Is
the "friendly right" of every nation to
the Nederland district has suspended call
attention of other nations to anyoperations, throwing from 300 to 500 thing which endangers peace. Germany
men out of employment The owners never would have gone to war if she
had first discussed the situation with
of the closed properties give as the Serbia, he declared.
"I am amazed not alarmed, but
reason for suspending operations that
that there should be in some
there Is no market for their product, amazed
quarters such a comprehensive ignorthe world," said
due to the ending of the war. 'Th.J ance of the state of gentlemen
do not
Wilson. "Those
state that work will not be resumed Mr.
know what the mind of men is Just
until conditions Improve. Among the now. Everybody else does.
"I do not know where they have been
larger properties which are closed nre closeted;
I do not know by what influthe Wolf Tongue, Primos, Colorado ences they have been blinded; but I do
have been separated
know
that
Vasco, Long from the they
Tungsten Corporation,
general currents of the
Chance, Tungsten Mines Company, the thought of mankind.
"And I want to utter this solemn
Colorado Tungsten Mines Company, warning,
not in the way of a threat;
Tungsten Products Company, Tungsten the forces of the world do not threaten,
operate. The great tides of the
Metals Corporation, Rogers Patent, they
world do not give notice that they are
Commonwealth, Black Prince, Black going to rise and run; they rise in
majesty and overwhelming in
Tungsten their
Tungsten,
.Tuck, Boulder
might, and those who stand In the way
Mojave-BouldeMining
Company,
Mountain
are overwhelmed. Now, the heart of
world Is awake, and the heart of
Tungsten Company and the the world
must be satisfied.
the
Crucible Steel Company.
"What are we to say, then, as to
future? I think, my fellow citizens,
that we can look forward to it with
great confidence. I have heard cheerArizona.
ing news since I came to this side of
Gold-fiel!
new
In
A
Arizona
the water about the progress that Is
Tellurldes
being made in Paris towards the disIn Cunningham Pass! These are cussion and clarification of a great
difficult matters; and 1 believe
the possibilities that follow a recent many
that settlements will begin to be made
assay of ores from the famous Critic rather rapidly from this time on at
conferences.
mine which lies nine miles north of those
"But what I believe what I know
as
as believe, is this: That the
well
which
county
and
Wenden in Yuma
men engaged In those conferences are
has been a noted shipper of excep- gathering heart as they go, not losing
tionally rich copper and gold ores for It; that they are finding community of
purpose and community of ideal to an
several years.
extent that perhaps they did not expect; and that amidst all the interplay
The Ray Consolidated Copper Combecause It is infinitely
of influence
amidst all the interplay
pany reports for the quarter ended complicated
Influence,
of
there is a forward moveDec. 31, 1918, a deficit after dividends ment which is running towards the
right. Men have at last perceived that
of $774,771 as against a deficit for the the only permanent
thing in the world
As is the right, and that a wrong settleSeptember quarter of $299,536.
ment Is bound to be a temporary setthere was a surplus of $1,072,330 and a tlement boundsjo be a temporary setfor the very beBt reason of all,
deficit in March, three months, of tlement
that it ought to be a temporary settle$471,310, the net deficit for the year ment, and the spirits of men will rebel
against it, and the spirits of men are
after dividends was $475,290.
now in the saddle.
"God give us strength and vision to
Work has again started in the Helen
do It wisely. God give us the privilege
Dome mine located in the Pass and of knowing that we did It without
the cost, and because we were
machinery Is arriving dally In Bowie counting
true Americans, lovers of liberty and
doing
right."
and being hauled out to the property. of President
Wilson went aboard the
A crew of men are at work getting U. S. S. George Washington at 12:05
oí
morning
o'clock
this
with Mrs. Wilson
up
larger
to
mine
things shaped
and other members of his party.
scale than previously attempted. The steamship is scheduled to sail The
for
r
property France at 8:15 a. m. Wednesday.
Helen Dome Is a
copper.
per
cent
and also carries 2
Must Report Allowances.
Washington.
Salesmen and other
New Mexico.
employés receiving per diem allowDosey Hagar, one of the leading
ances in addition to regular salaries
geologists of the oil business In the
country, has agreed to go to Roswell are required to report these allowand make a survey for the company ances In in come tax returns, the internal revenue board announced. Livwhich is putting up an oil rig.
ing expenses are not
deThe oil excitement which has been ductions, even though allowable
inctirred in
spreading over the state has reached carrying on a business, and amounts
Las Cruces. The local land office is paid for board and lodging by persons
being attacked by hordes of men who who travel In the course of their emwant to file on vacant land between ployment are considered living
there and El Paso and on to
n

r
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Pithy News Items

TAFT SPEAK

MINING AMD OIL

Spanish Influenza can
be prevented easier than
it can be cured
At the first sign o a.
shiver or sneeze, take

Gathered From All Over

New Mexico
Western Newspaper Union Newa Servio.

cascara

Quinine

Indications are that never before
such an array of prominent
speakers gathered In the Southwest
as will appear at the convention of
table
Standard cold
the New Mexico Cattle and Horse
UP
form safe, sure, no opiates breaks
daya.
which starts
Growers' Association,
3
in
(rip
Heves
hours
24
In
a
bock If it falls. The senuine bp has
Murch 25 in Albuquerque.
rita Mr. Hill's picture. At All Drug Btoaeo.
Gov. O. A. Larrazolo signed the bill
creating a new county, christened
county, out of the southern half
of Grant county. A moving picture was
taken of the scene. The ben with which
the governor signed the bill will repose In the archives at Iordsburg,
county seat of the new county.
STOMACH RELIEF
Eliminating practically every salary
increase and revising appropriations to
M. C, from Kansas,
a basic of strict economy and actual Joseph Tsggart.
Beat for
EATONIC
Declare
Inneeds the Senate finance committee
Used.
Ever
He
Indigestion
troduced a new appropriations bill
A congressman nears
which should bring the state tax levy
for nd I""'
HI
different propositions.
'of a mill lower than the
mind Is open to comlctlon,
bill prepared by the budget board.
but befors h cists his Tote,
on any men mi re be
I
Socorro Is to have a canning factory
eWdence that, on It
own weight, carries conIf present plans work out About 5(K)
viction.
In tbs can of "EATONacres will be planted to beans, beets,
IC" Joseph Tairgart,
pumpkins and tomatoes.
This Js to
from the 2nd District. Kansas Cltr, Kane.
be an
business, on a large
decided that a trial of tho
scale in general; with a factory caparemedy, Itself, would for- uimu tk.
"c MAat awtnclnaivo
ble of handling from ten to thirty proof. II
hla wlilnn MttA rffl What DA MlB TOUV
., Tl.....Ifl wilt rOBTinOO
tn
uu, Ivu w
thousand cans per day, and more If
the most akeptlcal. It Is the bent ramsdj
necessary to take care of the business.
I bT aver tried for Indigestion.
Respectfully,
New Mexico druggusts are prohibJOSEPH TAOOAET,
M. O. 2d Kan. Diet.. Kan. City, Kim."
ited from selling alcoholic liquors of
Nearly sll stomach troubls Is caused by too
any kind, even on a bona fide pre- fcuch acid la the stomach.
BATONIO neutralises the siceas acidity sn
scription by a registered physician, ac- enables
you to eat what you like and dleit
cording to an opinion by Attorney what you eat in comfort. It keeps the stomach.
perfect health.
have
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U.S.G0K1!

pens

'

one-fourt- h

,

Insists-npO-

1

1 Kj

-

a state of

In

up the
General O. O. Askren. Mr. Askren
Here's the secret: BATONIO takes
driree the fas out of the body and the
pointed out that the constitution per- acidity,
cent
two
or
a
bloat goee with It. Coate only
mits only the sale of grain alcohol for day to use It Get a box today front your
druggist.
medicinal purposes and of wines only
for sacramental purposes.

The tunnel which Is being driven
Into Baldy mountain by Ellzabethtown
concerns is past the 4,000-fomark.
The apex of the mountain has been
passed, and the speculators think they
are In a position to strike the mother
vein of gold any day now. Streaks of
molybdenum have been struck but not
profitably enough In quantity It Is
thought to Justify working them.
Dr. M. A. Grlssom, a dentist of
suffered the loss of the second
finger of his right hand as the result
of an accident with an electrical machine. The doctor was taking electrical treatment, and reaching to turn
the current got hold of the wrong
switch, which sent a current of high
voltage through his body. The finger
was so badly burned that amputation
was necessary.
Kos-wel- l,

Among the passengers on the
which arrived from France recently, was Private Robert W. Loudon
New Mexico, who
of Albuquerque,
claims the distinction of being the oldest enlisted man in the army. He la
00 years old and wears two wound
stripes for Injuries received In the
forest fighting. Loudon says he
enlisted in the array shortly after the
outbreak of the war by giving his age
as "not quite 40 years." He says he
has three sons in the service.

Heal Itching Slrins

With Cuticura
drnnlita: Soap 8!, Ointment 55
Sample each free of "Ostleere, Dept.
All

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

80,

Tlewi5.

I, Beata."
19.

A Profitable Pen.
"I make a living with' my pen.".
"Writer?"
"No. Chicken fancier."

thousands Have Kidney
Trouble and Never
Suspect It

a,

Applicants for Insurance Often
Rejected.
Judging from reports from druggist
who are constantly in direct touch with
the public, there is one preparation that-ha- s
been very successful in overcoming
these conditions. The mild and
is
of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
loon realized. It stands the highest for-itremarkable record of success.
An examining physician for one of the'
prominent Life Insurance Companies, in
an interview of the subject, made the astonishing statement that one reason why
10 many applicants for insurance are rejected is because kidney trouble is
common to the American people, and the
large majority of those whose applications ' are declined do not even suspect
that they have the disease. It is on sal
it all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
,
medium and large.
However, if yoa wish first to teat this
(Treat preparation. snd ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a.
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
healing-Influenc-

s

Final inspection has been ordered
r
for the irrigation project of the
Land and Irrigation Company.
This company is building the Lake
Churette irrigation project in southern Colfax county, and It is nearlng
completion.
The project will irrigate
10,000 acres of land, and nearly 4,000
acres of the land Is likely to be ready
for irrigation April 1. Mr. Wolff,
president of the company, said that
an effort Is to be made to settle sugar
beet raisers on the projelt, and he exmay save from
pects many Russians and other for- degradation, but it will prevent saint-llneseigners from Colorado and other states
Kobertson.
to go to work raising sugar beets. Emergency proves no nation greatA party of capitalists from Arkansas closed a deal whereby they be- er than its farmers.
came the possessors of the famous
Langston mine, near Silver City. They
will operate under the name of the
one breed that
Col-mo-

e

Colli Dec. and Mil!;

Several
Mexarko Mining Company.
rich strikes have been made In the
Langston but for the past five years
It has been operated only spasmodical-

F

THE

in both beef
sod milk is tha Shorthorn. Shorthorn steers
repeatedly
broke the
records at the markets in
1818,
making
tha highly. It is believed that it still retains
est record on the open,
a large quantity of ore bearing rock
market of $30.50 perowt
rich in gold.
,
And Shorthorn oows
have milk reoords of
Feliciano Sandoval, a sheep herder, over 17,000 lbs. per year.
Ilklfxfarmtr'ibmJ,
in In a critical condition In St, Mary's having
(ra ttk, etufti and nial temfitamtnL
hospital In' Roswell, suffering from
four gunshot wounds, Inflicted near the
1
John Cauhope ranch, thirty miles from
Hope, Just over the line In Otero county. Three men have surrendered to
Sheriff John Snyder at Alamogordo.
One man is suffering from a gunshot
wound and is in a hospital at Alamogordo. According to the sheriff a story
of the shooting. Three men are alleged
tu have rode up to a camp of herder
and to have lined up the herders and
are claimed o have stated that they
were "going to kill the whóle works."
Shots were fired, the sheriff's story
and keep all
goes, and Sandoval and the unknown
household Unen
man were wounded.

1WZ

To Preserve

D. It. Hunter, an Indian trader west
of Shlprock, several nights ago was
awakened by a noise In the store of
his trading post. He grabbed a gun and
went into the store. In the dark he
claims he saw someone moving about
and called to him. Immediately the
person who was In the store made a
run for the window and escaped. Mr.
Hunter fired as the man was climbing
out the window. The next morning a
dead Indian was found a short distance
away with a gunshot wound in his

baric

spotlessly white
and in perfect
condition use

It

Red Cross

Bag Blue
in the laundry
every week.
Nothing else will"
take its place and nothing else
is just as good. All grocers, 5c
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Loaf Suffering From Kidney Trouble
Kara Than Wards Can Describe.
ota'i Drought Ee&lth

iftí

and Ec;p!nc:i
Mrt. Anna Thorson, 290 South St.,
nn.. says: "i badn t any
moró ítrenKth than a child, and after
iweepiiijí ni buck hurt me more and
more. Aiy Wriachea were ao bad it

When Erin's sons to battle went
Their Kiitówas grieved to find
The

bta-i'iur-

seemed aa tbougb my
skull were heing torn

gray-náfrecPniinstr- el

into ihreda

would

.

B

V

ind rocKy glen

i

i

.

rv

,í0

Wenlrn Newup"Ir

"rJy

UnJon

1 Belgian workmen beginning to restore the entrance and subway connections of
the great railway station In
Ghent, destroyed by the Germans. 2 Scene at Hendon aerodrome, England, when Lord Londonderry
for the government presented to the Canafllan government fifteen airplanes. 3 Col. P. M. Wise, commander of the Second
battalion, Fifth marines, in the battle of Chateau Thierry, and Mrs. Wise photographed on the colonel's arrival la
'
New York.

I
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every bone in mr
Mrs. Tkorwm
body seemed to ache.
My fingers got almost as rigid as
pieces of wood aid the knuckles
swelled.
The kidney secretions wera
dark colored, scanty and terribly
burning. I Buffered more than words
can describe. I finally began using
Doan't Kidney Pillt and I believa
with all my heart that they kept me
out of the grave. I am well and happy
after going through enough pain to drive
me frantic.
Doan'$ saved my life."
Sworn fo before me this 13th day
Septof
- im.
BENJAMIN M. AYRES,

o

í tí

and

finally

track of everything
and lie in a atupor
for houra.
I felt I
had to keep going or
lose my mind and I
kept up often when I
trembled all over
with weakness. My
feet were swollen anil

Notary Public
Cat Oou'a at Any Star 60 a Box

Her
As leaamavonuaviqtoiVJ

L

DOAN'SNT

FOSTER-MILBUR-

CO. BUFFALO. N. T.

for their action, for the Republican
In their murderous warfare, and why
OF leaders would have permitted the pas any criminal court in America, Great
The Fox Trot.- sage of some of the bills, especially Britain, France or Belgium is not com
FInnnlgan
(listening to new Jazz
that adding $750,000,000 to the revolv petent to try the accused individuals,
record) What kind lv music do ye
lng
fund
for
administration.
railroad
whatever
may
CURRENT
have been their rank.
call that, Nortth?
Two measures that did get through in Eminent legal bodies In several coun
Daughter That's a fox trot, daddy.
the last hours were the Victory loan tries have reached conclusions at total
I
Flnnnigan An' how many tin cans
and billion dollar wheat guarantee variance with the reported finding of
did th' fos have tied to his tall when
President Departs for France bills. The purpose of the filibuster tne commission over which Lansing
he throtted? Buffalo Express.
wa to compel the president to call presides. The
league also
Without Senate's Approval
the new congress in extra session In a Is taking steps to protect the
of Nations' League.
short time, and so urgent are many of from Justice, having Issued a proclathe measures that failed of passage mation declaring the national assembly
OPEN NOSTRILS! END
that it seems likely he will have to or the Ebert government is in honor
A COLD OR CATARRH
yield to the demand. When he left bound to furnish him a safe retreat on
CHANGES f.!AY BE NECESSARY America, however, he appeared as deGerman soil.
How To Get Relief When Head
termined as ever not to summon conand Nose are Stuffed Up.
gress until his return. His statement
That Ebert government, by the way,
Filibuster In Senate Kill Urgent Billa to the public, scoring the obstruction
is becoming rather cocky in its attitude
and Early Extra Session is Preists, was rather unfortunate. The peo- - toward the allies. The cabinet held a
County fifty! Tour cold In head or
pie read :
dicted Progresa of the Peace
meeting the other day with party lead
catarrh disappears. Tour clogged nos"It is not in the Interest of the ers and others and all agreed that
Conference Delegates
trils will open, the air passages of your
right
conduct of public affairs that I Germany could not submit to coercion
.
heod will clear and you can breathe
In Paris.
should call the congress In special sesfrom the entente powers In the arfreely. No raore snuffling, hawking,
sion while it is impossible for me to be mistice negotiations or In the peace
mucous discharge, dryness or headBy EDWARD W. PICKARD.
In Washington,
because of a more pourparlers. It was declared that the
ache ; no struggling for breath at night.
When President Wilson sailed away pressing duty elsewhere,
plained
the
birth
of
the
Christ
and the
to
government would decline responsibilGet a small bottle of Ely's Cream
on his return trip to France last Wed
LIFE purpose of his death and the begin Balm
with the houses."
ity
possible
for
consequences
from your druggist and apply a
"If
the
nlng
nesday there must have been some
of
the
The
religious
church.
ferThen they immediately recalled Mr.
vor of St. Patrick appealed to the little of this fragrant antiseptic cream
bitterness in his soul. For a very Wilson's statement before his depar entente tries to speculate on German
patience." The demands of the allies
warm hearts of his listeners and his In your nostrils. It penetrates through
considerable part of the senate had re
ture for France last December, that for the Immediate surrender of merteachings swept Ireland like a confla every air passage of the head, soothing
fused to accept his dictates concern
Early
Days
But
Obscure,
legislation could go forward unim
chant shipping were held to be
gration. God's churches arose out of and healing the swollen or Inflamed
ing the constitution of the league of peded In his
absence and that he could
because they would "paralyze
Druldlcal ruins and the houses of the mucous membrane, giving you Instant
adjourned
congress
nations, and
had
keep constantly in touch with congress
Glorious Deeds Will
tiie country's economic future," and the
Druids
became monasteries. Bearing relief. Head colds and catarrh yield
tinder circumstances that seem to by cable
and wireless.
dismissal of German crews from the
and
aloft
the
make necessary the early calling of an
banner of his Master, St. Pat like magic. Don't stay stuffed-uships requisitioned
was also ob
Live Forever.
rick's travels over Erin were tri miserable. Relief Is sure. Adv.
extra Session despite the president's
It is the president's own opinion jected to.
umphantly successful,
flat declaration that he would not sum
What Was Wrong?
mon the new congress until his return that the failure of emergency legislaIt is not given to many workers to
an Irishman
many parts of Germany the disor
will seriously upset financial con
'
tion
In
You're
wasting your time, old
Judd
from Paris.
?
see the fruits of their labors, bat tin
dltlons, and because there is general ders created by the Spartacans con WHEREVER home, there an
man. You're courting the wrong clrl.
Mr. Wilson, in his speech In New agreement
St.
der
Patrick's
teaching,
St.
to
In
Patriclf
establife,
is
altar
his
on this it is predicted the tinue unabated, and there has been freBudd No; she's the right girl, all
York, asserted that the great majority
extra session of congress will be called quent and bloody fighting, in Berlin as lished, and on the seventeenth of Ireland became known as the Island right, but I'm afraid the trouble is I'm
of Saints. He lived to be one hun
of the American people favor a league not later
March
than In May. There is no well as other places. The Reds keep globe. a trail of green enriches the
wrong man.
of nations, and there Is no doubt of
The shamrock from the old sod dred and twenty years old. Another the
likelihood of Mr. Wilson's being back up their method of starting strikes, and
1
:
of
saint
the truth of the assertion. It is fa
Ireland
him
pt
sold
"A
Just
by that time, for he has announced his In addition are said to be trying to reaches faraway places and decorates man
Freshen
Heavy
fikJrf
a
a
with
vored, too, by a great majority of the
intention of remaining abroad until the open up the way through Koenlgsberg, thousands of gallant Irishmen who patriarch's; purity of nature like a With the antiseptic, fascinating
pilgrim like Abraa
Gnú.
senators, but many of them, and prework of the- peace congress Is com
East Prussia, for the entry of their by the symbol proclaim their devotion bam; gentle true
and forgiving like Moses; cura Talcum Powder, an exquisitely,
sumably many private citizens, do not
This year, owing to
pleted.
bolshevik brothers from Russia. This to St. Patrick.
a praiseworthy psalmist like David; scentea convenient, economical face.
favor the constitution of the league
At first It was thought the failure of move was temporarily checked by the tho war and the uncertainty of the fuskin, baby and dusting powder and
ture,
as It now stands. The president has the
the
celebrations
are
somewhat
appropriation for the railway ad- sending of strong forces of troops.
perfume. Renders other perfumes u- told us that It Is practically impossible
saddened.
ministration would result in the almost Government soldiers also operated ef
perfluous. One of the Cuticura Toilet
now to amend the drafted constitution,
Historians tell us with unfailing zest
Immediate return of the roads to their fectively in Berlin, where the SpartaTrio (Soap, Ointment, Talcum). Ady,
but that he is mistaken In this is the
Patrlck
that
born
st
Wfls
of pious and
former owners, though this is desired cans were trying to get possession of
opinion of the opposing senators, and. by
A
neither the owners nor the general the Dolice stations hut were muted Godfearing parents in the year 372
Disfranchised.
according to recent dispatches from public.
Director General Hlnes stated by artillery fire. The government press of 010 Christian era. - The little that
Is decided that a man's resi
"It
Paris, some of the delegates to the later that a new plan of financing
known
of
youth
sadly
his
been
has
the predicted that the worklngmen and the
dence is where he sleeps."
peace conference agree with them.
situation would be devised; that an government would reach an agreement garbled by chroniclers who, being am
"Then I can't vote at all."
r
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After
senators effort would be made to prevail on
to
produce
bitious
something
new,
the and that the general strike would fall,
"Why not?"
and senators-elec- t
seem
to
had signed a round railroads and other business
some
forged
have
points
of
interests leaving the most radical Reds as the
"Bad case of Insomnia."
robin declaring that the league con
to borrow money necessary to enable only malcontents. The government the history. Of these chroniclers some
stitutlon should be altered and that the administration to go forward
nre,
no
doubt,
correct,
which?
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but
proposed
has
that the soldiers and
with
It should not be considered further
its railroad plans and that in no case worklngmen's council be made an or this account some painstaking writer
until the peace treaty had been rati would he Countenance a policy which ganic part of the governmental sys- has given us the farts as far as truly
fied, It was plain to the administra
known, and with these we must be
would slow down industry or throw tem under the new
If
tlon leaders, If not to the president, men out of employment. The director being constructed atconstitution that
content.
A Single Remedy Often Curea
Weimar.
that some compromise was necessary. general also declared
In 387 he was sold as a slave to a
is no
that
"there
Therefore, possibly with the authoriza- occasion to discuss
Many Diseases
chieftain of Ulster. To the youthful
the question of reMost of the present German leaders
tion of Mr. Wilson, Senator Hitchcock
6lave Ireland seemed Godforsaken and
linquishment of the railronds."
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any
still
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concessions
asked Senator Knox to draft the
The fact remains that the railroads the demands of the Poles as to the overrun by fiends of evil power. There
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amendments which he and other
almost
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to eive a list of
was no church, no sacraments.
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must have at least $700,000,000 before
the endless diseases that follow indigestion.
senators desire. At this writ- May 31, and If they are forced to bor- eastern frontier, and the allies' com could find no priest nor any one who
mission now in session at Kreuz on the
Perhaps a whole column in this newspa
ing the results of this step are not row
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in the market the success of the Brandenburg-Poseborder, has a dlfH- was "alone among scoffers
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known, but It seemed likely that, If the Victory loan will be Jeopardized.
worand
the
cult question to settle. Field Marshal shipers
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x
president should concede some of the
of graven images."
von Hindenburg is quoted as saying
flesh and bone and muscle and brain. It
changes asked, the senutors would conHis life of prayer and
With the return of Premier Lloyd that the territory in dispute never will
is easy to see that if your food is not disent to making the league an integral
continued during the long years of his
gested and taken up by the delicate orrv
part of the peace treaty. On this lat- George to Paris the peace delegates be held by the Poles, but will belong term of slavery, which
gans and distributed where it is needed, a
were three.
ter point the president takes a deter- took up the consideration of the treaty, to either the Germans or the bolshe- - Finally freed from his bondnge he endisease of some sort is sure to come. DysSA,
vlki. He declares the anarchist hordes
mined stand, telling his New York tackling first the question of the dispepsia is a common symptom, and so are
tered the priesthood as he had so long
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covenant not only In it, but so many
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threads of the treaty tied to the cove- of the peace pact. As framed by the
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V
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do,
The allied forces In northern Russia
nant that you cannot dissect the cove- commission, this clause will effectually
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bronchitis and even more dangerto
wished
be
convert
the whole world.
safeguard the world against aggression have retired somewhat before the at
ous things. And all these disorders arise
nant from the treaty without destroyas
and
all
desire,
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the Huns for a long time. As was tacks of the soviet troops, but have
because the food is not properly digested
ing the whole vital structure."
:uected, the amount of money to be inflicted great losses on them. Trotsky ically to wear the martyr's crown.
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That a majority of the American exacted in reparation
knew of him and there he la Pilgrims at St Patrick's Cross, Salnt'gi childthe stomach. It is plain even to a
France
has been cut Is getting his big army more organized
that relief and cum
t h h.i
people are in favor of the league conIsland, Lough Derg.
rnl hy ning up a healthy condition in
down greatly, but It still stands at an and is reported to be planning to drive bored for a time, as he did in Italy
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doubted
stitution as it now stands
Thyrrhenlon
and
sea
the
Islands.
But
the
stomach.
Dr.
Pierce, of Buffalo, N.
enormous sum. The commission on through Bessarabia and Into Roumanla
by Senators Borah, Lodge, Knox and
It was to Ireland his heart turned in wisdom like Solomon; a chosen Y., many years ago combined a number
the matter of the western frontier was and Hungary, with the expectation of most
eagerly and he was permitted a vessel of God like the Apostle PauL of vegetable growths into a temperance
others of Its opponeuts. They say they said to have virtually
finished Its work. capturing Budapest. The most amaz
and full of grace and knowledge Ilk remedy for indicestinn.
are receiving numerous letters dally
ranee may not get all her most en ing story coming from Russia recently vision In which he saw the people of John, the beloved disciple of Christ."
Golden Medical Discovery.
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that protest against it, and are willing
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thusiastic citizens hoped for, but an is that the soviet government hopes to In supplication,
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The Irish question pestered the bor and himself to that high dignitary. Patrick. There Is a story that once
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to
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the president almost to the hour of his de- - He was consecrated bishop and, hav- there was a dispute between two
plan as are the Republicans who signed
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congress gave sociates, fails to find legal responsibilWhen the Sixty-fiftuntil Justice Cohalnn of New York had deeds he accomplished
the name oí doubting that St. Patrick was born eiup' the ghost at noon, March 4; a vast ity because there Is no precedent or withdrawn, that individual having been God, and little by littleinthey
believed ther at Klrkpatrlck (or Dumbarton)
deal of Important legislation, including law applicable to the case and no ex- accused of taking part In Sinn Fein and accepted
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He explained to them the
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belief.
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And if you &oubLJke ancient tale.
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In Erin'

The minstrel maiden's cloaK of green,
And harp of shining gold.
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"'Mrs. jrpTReynold3 Music
Class. $5.00 per'month, two
lessons per week. At presen
assisted us at Mrs. Crowe's. SEE HER.

Plumlee Hospital
New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,
ROY,

during
the illness of our dear Husband
STRAYED orSTOLEN-Com-i- ng
Physician in Charge.
bay filly, small
and Father, and ministered so
'
in
1
forehead',
star
white
hind
kindly in the hour of our great
foot, unbrandéd.
bereavement, and in various
The Jewelry Store has a com$3.00 reward for information
Under new Management
ways offered tribute of respect leading
line of the Latest and most
plete
to her recovery.
Chapman, Proprietor.
Charles
Music For Sale.
and appreciation, and all exprés
J. M. Laughter, Solano N.M. Popular Sheet
CHEAP! Bargains!
sing to us their sumpathies
N.M.
E.
through the beautiful medium
Free Baths,
Steam Heated
FOR SALE- :- Dandy Black
of flowers, we wish to tender
in Rooms
Water
Cold
Hot and
Team, half Percheron, 4 and 5
our deepest gratitude.
Hotel
homelike
A quiet,
years old. Good team of bay
the
block
from
one
, Vernon, Texas,
May God bles3 and reward you.
Mares, all well broke to drive,
Depot, in the;
Monuments & Tombstones work and ride. Will sell cheap
Edla Bradley
Main Business District
TOWER BROS. Agents, and on time and on terms to suit
and Babies.
See
ROY,
New Mex. the purchaser.
Tourists and Land-SeekeWill find this the right place.
so willingly and devotedly
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matter at the
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Church Directory
proved land, two miles north of
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E. J.
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
SC.
Your
510 W. 20
at Christian Churcn.
Oklahoma Okla
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El Dorado Hotel

Weekly

The new Democratic

at Albupuerque reaches us and
is a very attractively printed
paper with lots of news well told.
It is too early to judge of the
new editor but he seems to be a
friendly cuss. He has already
SDrunor "Selah" on us. If he
soon spring "Modicum" we
will think we have his number.
We also lived in those days,

Las Vegas,

Vernon Marble &

Granite Works

i

rs

suppose that, now the
s
have dried up, no one
will think any further about
grading them. We are as shiftless as the nigger who couldn't
patch the hole in the roof when
it was raining and didn't need it
patched when it wasn't.
We

mud-hole-

FOR

SALE-Overl- and
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MONEY TO LOAN ON
FARMS ÁND RANCHES
I am still in the buisness bigger than ever, and am in a position to pay you on your loan as
quick as any other Co. that is doing buisness in Mora County.
Our term3are made to please
you not ourselves.
J. E. VV'ILDMAN, Loan Agency

rounding territory. Soldier and

Sailors work free. Always g
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ejes, tve have
long sought. Trafagar square hasn't
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French, the parks nnd esplanades of
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In ctinrnilng, quaint old "Wasbiujjton
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t
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,.
au i"" l"- n Mils mornine s tiuipt.
which
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ner Is a coiuformble
the shade of a lullrown manio
rí retches soothltily. And there Is a
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nickel.
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Not much chime for a handout, but
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uon
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from
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at 7 30 p.m.

Service

Fr, Feux Vachon,

Rev.

Priest in charge,

P.S. C. E.

Miss

--

ijij.

Mr

us IV'"'-

'

-

Lim-ia-

Grjnek, Sec'y.
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The Ford Motor Company have instructed us to sell the genuine Ford Parts to
any and every reliable Garage who will
pledge their use in the repair of Ford'
cars. The genuine Ford Parts are absolutely necessary to the owner of Ford .cars
that he may get full service from his car.
We carry them and so, we hope, in a short
time will every reliable Garage, We solicit
your service business because we have the
Ford Methods, the Ford Parts, the Ford
Mechanics, the Ford prices. Ir.c'dentally
would be glad to get your orcier fot one or
more Ford Cars.

4

ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.
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Methodist Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

at

3rd Sunday
Church

11

Christian

Roy

a m and 7:30 p m

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m

Pastor

M. WILSON,

J.

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
1st and 3d, Sundays
Mosquero,

8.00 P. M

at

!

11 A. M.

at Bradley,

months

ünd & 4th Sundays
K. L.

Audíüomeer.

at Liberty,

11

A.M.

Solano, 3, P.
PRATT , Pastor,

M.

LODGE DIRECTORY

C3erk.

E. G. PARKBS

J.HL Calliham
I. O. O. F.

'

Lunch at Noom.
:

FARM FOR Si CIE

,

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

and LIVERY
New Mex.
ROY,

of 320 acre, one
Roy, N. M.. Giura of
mi! east
irp roved farsra found.:
arwwhiiMrev'all fenced anuí' cross
fenced. 130 acres undep- wulivat- ion,, 30 ares in wlwt. Good..
'
bajfft. fo? lots vf stock and feed.
i
rwu nuusr,
un
winilHiauli,
two:
well,
cistern, fine
,,
tanus, granary foir!
150ibu. My health is not gooct 9
enough to carry on tie- work.
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HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Roy Garage
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In Both Senses.

Work.

Visiting Sisters welcome
Devolved From Passing Ides.
It was a passing idea which (?uve to
tho world the discovery of gnlvnnia.
electricity,, so useful in transrnittlnf!
vocal or written language. Mme.
simply happened to notice the
contraction of the muscles of a skinned
frog accidentally touched at the moment- her husband took 1 spark from
an electrical machine, nnd that was
the whole thlug!
Gnl-va-

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop'si
ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,
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I

;
eo- - j.
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in i luí j;ivBd tuftfend of belw Inve itud
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:.nd ;oirtipltnowins
trust to Aí r .siiifci'ss
things, for, u depends lnntenu on
Low to use what yon know.
fctiowltt

... ..,wmi

work.

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
.1.0. 0. F. Hall
Miss Etta Hornbaker. N. G
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy.

t

Xiiowledge.

mtrst do not always
líiost. And that Is I
cause r any ü nót know how" tt ns
tlieir '...ovIedRc. ")t is Uko goM Uuvleo
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good

Roy Telephone Co.

fliLtotra)ler

!

Good
Cilvj;

your first L When we see a man on the opposite
Irle of the street who owes h a dolftitiught and your liest effnit to the
Improvement of your work, llappi-ns- . lar we wish he"d come across. Boston
'fraui'lpt.
Mtc:ess an! plenty imiNt follow.
.Do

Roller Bearing.
beu n ftii;
Ex peri merits to pwH!.--t
tliut would withstand ilhn- - heavy f Vilnius
of it heavy enne iiiiíli Ird to tBf
the
ft !ie priiwtlt', nnd
(leveloi)inent of the Hyatt roll bear-lug- .
John WeAiv IITity the Inb
ventor, whu also hwiMiii'd 'iiiilold In
iis scarcli for PutatStute 'ierhil for
Ivory used In htltiai-i- l bur j, His stud- les lil lirxii)iui.y nni tnii viuiaru mm
fj.tf. m.ii.1u.1 u in 4 krl lin.M lii 1npl-- r
bearing
tlon of the
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Happiness Fo.iaws

Rebekah Degree

Manager.
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Thu Oenss Oriental.
says E. V.
At n dinner In Edinburgh,
of
principal
Klckuehi,
Uaca, Tioron
wüvcrsüy, was a guest. An
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Masses: 8 and 10 a m.

"-

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M., every Sunday even-

Wed. Mar. 19'19

"

Out look.

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N.M.
Church.

Mrs. O. W. HEARN, President

offeat Public Auction
my
at
farm 1 mile east and N.
of Mills, N. ef Mountain View
Schoolhous orí
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MoU It Bo.
Sayeth the Apostle of Honsrsrn of
Potato Hill, Kan.. In his latest exposition : "I, too, believe In humwn brotherhood; but a good many of the broththeir
er must be policemen,
Kocky
dnty wlthcut fear or favor-"Mountain Jiewa. .
So

I will
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SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

Y.
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amtmt: the Inst tosubscription a year explnln the Joke as to the alleged fol- .Kn ret her own
""""""-"-impassiv- e.
bles of his race; ine
ahead.
Others tried, but the jnwm

neighborhood better,

at Law

of

.

This rulinir makes it pos-- j
r
of Liberty Bond?
holders
all
sible for
bearing
their
to
coupons at once, in interest bearing
War Saving Mamps.
llüO
Banks and tr;rt cor.r.anie are in- Liberty Bond
f
ler'est coupons as cash for the purchase
and Thi.ft
of War Savings Stamps
This win facilitate the sale
Stiimw.
Stamps,
War Savings and Thrift to Libopportunity
the
afford
and will
on
erty Bond holder to draw interest

their

NEW YORKERS

"

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3.
p.m.
MILLS
.
3rd Suraday at 11.00a. m. 8PM.
O. W. Hearn, Pastor;

Solano N. M.

J.P.Mills,

Some Broke to Von&r some
unbroken, All Good Ages
WeigM 850 to l,2SOIbs.

Roy N. M.

ing service.

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30,' P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pa3tor.'

IOipeTcent
Washington Square, GthamJte Claim,,
due,
iff
paid
when
not
data
froaa
tfctt
Equal
in
It Without lt
10 aff for cash ver $10.001 '
World for "Atwotphere

IDi OlOlO i

--

OF

at my home 4 miles S.W

of Soano.

Terms
BELOVED

nearest Commissoner

to your

Horses, Mares &
Mules,

See-- S.

4th Sunday of each month . at
11.00 a. m. and 8.0u p. m.(
Communion service at the morn-

:

job and ready to do all the work
from Mosquero, Solano and sur-

Office

A

model

ROY
Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11a. m. 8,00 PM.

BAPTIST

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Eirtreaterf
to me

Jack P. Mills, U.S. Commis
soner. at Solano is still on the

Staade
FOR SALE:-Che- ap,
The N. M. legislature has passed
Senate Bill 50, which restores the old Tractor Attachment for Ford Sale to commence at 10 o'clock
rate on printing legal notices in newsA. M. sharp, the following prop- papers. The last legislature cut down Car. Se- ethe rate on these notices until they
Roy N. M. erty to wit- G. Kitchell '
paid less than anything else a printer
Car-loa- d
had to do. The fact that most of the
papera in the state were Democratic
FORD CAR. 191 Model, For
then while now they ace mostly RepubInquire a- tSale,
do
to
something
lican probably has
with it.
Roy Tin Sho p
1917

Attorney

NOTICE

.

B. LUSK

J.

-"

FOR SALE-For- d.
in Al condition.
E. Paxton,

CHRISTIAN

er

pas-seng-

touring car, model 79,
Uncle Eben.
'
Science. ...
very reasonble price. Inquire of "By the time n man has lived long
Only things in r.aiui'c proved, u.it bd
enougl4to know how to give advice,"
Mr. Beck, manager of the 'Roy
yond a reasonable doubt, but beyond
said Uncle Eben, "he's done lived long
any doubt, cna bo classed under the Garage or Frank L. Pratt. .
enough to know dat 'taTn' no use
ttastln' de time."
mnjUe w01J science. The slightest

,

' The livestock industry of the whole
state is to benefit directly and immediately as a result of the efforts
i the New Mexico Cattle and Horse
growers association in carrying out
its legislative program. Ten bills relating .to as many phases of the industry, '4wve 'been passed by the House of
Representatives and are now before
committees in the senate which have
indicated intention to report them all
for passage during the present week.

Mosquero

LOUEY DeWEESE,

Mosquero, New Mexico.

trace, or wen suspicion, of doubt will
esdude Instan'.'y an;-- assertion, state
AUCTION SALES
ment or hypotliosid CiOra being placed
lu a list" of laws of nature, and shift
' It is the time of auction sales, when them
nil over to Hie extensive catafarmers sell their junk; regardless of logue of theories.
..,itw
the rain or gales, the auction brings a
lot' of males to blow the hard earned
All Kinds of the Most Popular
plunk. I never knew an auction yet
upon a sunny day, it's always either Sheet Music For Sale at the
cold or wet; when I go home I need a
vet to drive my ills away. I much adRoy Jewelry Store.
mire the; auctioneer, who braves the
rain and snow; his smile extends from
WANTED-Solicit- ors
in your
ear to ear, he springs the gags I used
to hear some 40 years ago. We stand community for subscriptions to
around, a dismal group, upon the frozen lawn, and buy in churns and chicken statewide Democratic Pape- rWrite,
coop, and hear the long drawn plain- Liberal Commissions.
"Going! Going! Gone;" naming local reference, to Daily
tive
whoop
of
'
We buy up loads of moldy hay and
scythes and grinding stones, and Democratic Publishing Company
whiff letrees and whips and whey, and
Albuquerque, NM.
mangy hens too old to lay, and horses
mostly bones. We buy old pumps and
CANE HAY for sale: Nice,
rusty plows and sick moth eaten sheep,
and superanuated sows, and bony, pre- bright bundle cane,
Zo.W per
historic cows, because we think they're ton at my farm 10 mí. E. 5 N,
cheap. To get things cheap, I dare
J. D.
maintain, is mankind's chief desire; of Roy, also good
and so we stand out in the rain, and bid Wagon. Cheap.
on useless things and vain, bid like a
E. F. CAMERON, Roy N. M.
house afire. Walt Mason.

nt

Supt

Abernathy,

G. R.

,

j
j

Conaects

w i il

L0 N G - D 1 ST A N C K PHONE Hi.S,,ringer.

Springs
Solano, Mosquero,! Mills, Abbott, Tayl
Lines
and ini vnjcdÍHte poiiits.
Eflietfct Service- Uoy City Exchange,
Iíural-Comuinn-

íi.

W. W . Gilstrap, Mgr.

con-tecte-

Motor-Drive-

Potato Peeler.

n

A machine which will peel 40 pounds
of potatoes In tlii-or four minutes
was described inn1 ".luslrated In Popd.

ular Mechanic!)

has

the pceljug
revolving drum

v.íisí?,

Al.-

being done by
driven by a one-ii- r
rri... 1.

m

il

mo- -

.jrse-powe- r

...

.

..k

'iH'.u rou;,'lie!H ii. bv uinkinn

numer-ou-

perforations in tPv metal. .When
lilled it is lowered njt.o
wooden
tainer nnd set to running.. ,
11

con-

a

1r

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
February 25, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Charles
F. Johnson, of David, N. M., who on
October 26, 1915, made II. E. No.
021079 for the Lots 1; 2; 3; 4; E

Liberty Garage

Blacksmith & Machine Shop
Employs only Expert Mechanics in all Lines
General Blacksmithing;

Horse Shoeing;

NW
E
SWV4 Section 18, Twp.
17N.. Rng 31E., N.M.P.M. has filed
notice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before W. H.
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at his
office at Roy N. M. on the 19th day of
April, 1919.

Repair Work

k;
Expert
J. D. WADE, Mechanician.
Power Machinery, Lathes, Drills, Saws, Planers and
every kind of Power Equipment.
Wood-Wor-

Garage

Claimant names fts witnesses:
S.
Quintana and Gean
Gallegos, of Gallegos, N. M.; George
Angel and Frank St. Peters of Daid
'

Raymond A. Pendleton, Expert Mechanic, in charge
Automobile Accessories, Gas and Oils:
Repair Work,
lene Welding,
Cylinders
and Bearings Trued by the newest
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.
Oxy-Ace-

We handle all

FORD-PART-

New Mexico.
..

The famous "MILLER"and "DREADNAUGHT"
TIRES and Tubes, 5000-mil- e
guarantee.
Auto Livery; Cars Housed and Cared For at
Bring

all

'

your Mechanical Troubles to us,

0

3C

1L

a

NOTICE FOft PUBLICATION

SHEEP FOR SALE:-94ewith 16 young lambs and the rest
bred, and two pucks. $10.00 per
head allround, lambs thrown in,
see them at my ranch 25 miles
Nórtn-Eaof Roy.
st

$50,000.00

To Loan on Farms on the

NOTICE FOft PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land

all of Roy, N. M.

Mesa Immediately!. .
If you need a Loan, See
Roy Realty and Loan Co.

Clayton, N. M., Feb. 10, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that
Juseph II. Kelsey, of Roy New Mex.
orF.O. White,
made H. E1 Frank L.
who, on Sept, 29th 1915,
Sec.
020953
No.
for
31 Twp. 21 N, Range 28 E N. M. P. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
filed notice of intention to maka final
PUBLIC LAND SALE
to establish claim to
three year
the land abov described, before F. H.
Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his of. Department of fhe Interior, U. S1. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
tice in Roy, N. M., on April, 7th, 191
February 17, 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
"C" of
Neis Wetterbus
D. W.,west
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
Joseph Wright Mr. O.A. Kelsey
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, under provisions
Roy, New Mexico,
,
f
of Sec. 2455, R, S., pursuant to the
Register
VALVERDE,
PAZ
application of Mrs. Linda E. Mitchell,
""
Albert, N. M., Serial No. 025788, we
will offer at public sale, to the high
est bidder, but at not less than $1.75
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on the
Department of the
S. Land 18th day of April, 1919, next, at this
office, the following tract of land:
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
N
NEU, NE
NW, Se. 13,
Feb. 10 1919.
Twp. 18N., Rng. 30E., N. M. P. M.
Notice is hereby gi ven that
The sale will not be kept open, but
David F. Haddix, of Roy, N.
will be declared closed when thosi:
M. who, en June, 20 1910, made H. E. present at the hour named have ceased
No. 031656, for NWi, S;e. 14, 'Twp. bidding. The person making the high20 N. Range 20 E., N. M. P. M.
est bid will be Required to immediately
to pay to the Receiver the amount here-o- f.
of
has filed notifco
intention
..make final three year proof, to estabAny persons claiming adversely the
lish claim to the land above described,
land are advised to
before F. H. Foster, L". S, Commis- file their claims, or objections, on or
sioner, at his otfiet) Roy, N. M., on before the time designated for sale.
-on April , 19J9. . .
TAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:

PAZ VALVERDE,

NJ-SE- J.

J,

above-describ-

Harry Euvens
M

ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE

M

PAZ VALVERDE,
Kegister
nsmovlng

Paint From Glass.

immroiiia
col:imor
.n quilo ("Itieii'iit remover of paint,

Ordinary

pecially from glass. . Apply
(loth swat). Wliliin 15 or 20
tlie puint will hi; so atened
muy easily be rubbed off with
;nlfo or a course fabric.

Is
es-

with a
minutes

that it
a

putty--

'

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
February 17, 1919
"C" of
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of Albert K. Mitchell, of
Albert, N.- M., Serial No. 025769, we
will offer at public sale, t.e the highest bidder, but at not less than $2.50
per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on the
18th day of April, 1919, next, at this
office, the following tract of land:
Lots 6, 7, Sec. C, Twp. 18N., Rng

30E.. N. MP. M.
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pav to 'the Receiver the amount there'
and the oU of.'
i
making at
supply-lin- g
adversely
ng
claim
to
persons
Any
In
the
nddltiou
find
that.
dlers
land are advised to
them with a useful trade when-theare well, the use of these "toys" file their claims, or objections, on or
gives them hours of pleasure during before the time designated for sale., j
ilia tedious period of getting well.
' PAZ VALVERDE, Register. '

H. S. Murdock
ROY

March 24 to 31.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, February 11, 1919
Notice is hereby givch that Nathan
Spears of Roy, Mora County, N. M.,
who, on April 14th, 1915, made IL E.
NEVt, and ?Ai
No. 019833 for S
SE14 Sec. 6, Twp. 21N., Rng. 27E..
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office in Roy,
N. M., on the 8th day of April, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. R. Davis, Joheph Wright, John
Beard, C. T. Wright, all of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

NEW MEX.

Cares for both Medical and
Surgical Cass.
Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,

above-describe-

NEW MEX.

HOY

NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF

'
.

Careful Attention and Good Nursing, .
Visitors and Correspondence Invited.

Carus Plumlee,
Physician in Charge.
We also have Cottages

Separate from the Hospital,

Sleeping Porches,
Patients.
Tubercular
For
with-

Col. Frank O. White,

Frank L. Schultz,

Roy Realty & Loan Company,
ROY, New Mexico,
new and progressive Business Enterprise
To meet the dernads of the Community for a
A

Reliable Medium of Exchange,
OF FARM & TOWN PROPERTY & CHATTELS

for the

Sec.10; SWJ-NWSec. It, Twp 17 N.
Range 30 East, New Mexico Principle
In the District Court Thereof, Fourth M has filed notice of intentioi toJudicial District
make Final Three Yea.? Proof to esSTATE OF NEW MEXICO )
tablish claim to the lar..i above de)ss.
scribed, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
)
County of Mora
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, N.
D.
1919,
Regular Term, A.
M. on,
April 15 1919.
AC-

060209,

TION.

It.

No 2587

Claimant names as witnesses:
Weir
Jeff McKeo
Hubert West
Frank St. Peter
All of David New Mexico.

Carus Plumlee,

y.
The said defendant, W. A. DeForce,
is hereby notified thai a u t in Court
has been commenced against you in
the District Court for l lie County of
Mora, State of New Mexico, by said
Dr. Carus Plumlee, for recovery on a
promissory note for the sum of $150.00
principal, with interest thereon from
date, at the rate of 12 percent and attorney's fees and an account amounting to the sum of $328.00 with interest
at the rate of ti percent, for medical
services: That unless you enter, or
cause to be entered, your appearance
in said suit on or before the 1st day
of March, A. D. 1919, decree
therein will be rendered
against you.

(Seal)
J.

B.

J;

Nwi-SW-

W. A. DeForce.

FABIAN CHAVES,
Clerk of Said Court.
J. P. Wootton. Deputy.

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.
NOTICE

OF PENDENCY OF SUIT

In the District Court, Fourth Judicial District, State of New Mexico,
Dawson Railway
County of Mora.
Company, Petitioner, vs. Joseph W.
Carter, R. A. Brock, and Unknown
Owners of the Property and Land involved in this Action and Described
in

the Petition, Defendants.

The above named petitioner hereby
notifies the above named and designated 'defendants that it has filed a
petition in the above entitled court
and cause, for the condemnation for
railroad purposes of the following described land and real estate lying and
being in Mora County, New Mexico,
eto-wi- t:

A parcel of ground being a part of
southwest quarter of the norththe
Mex.
Roy, New
west quarter of section thirty, town-

I,USK, Attorney for Plaintiff,

ship

twenty-thre- e

east, N.

M.

north, range twenty-fiv- e
P. M., described a

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
follows,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Beginning at the northwest corner
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
of the southwest quarter of northwest
Feb. 8, 1919.
quarter of said section thirty; thence
Notice is hereby given that
east along the quarter quarter line
Frank Weir, of David N. M., who on 355 feet, more or less, to a point, the
July 28 1915, made H. E. No. 0204Ü8. said point being the highwater line
of the pioposed addition to the AbNKl-SW- i,
for the
bott Reservoir of the Dawson Railway
11,
17N,
has
N.M.P.M.
K.;!0E,
Sec.
T.
Company; thence south 53 degrees
filed notice of intention to make Final 50
minutes east 35 feet, more or less
Three Year Proof to establish claim to station 21 of the survey for said
W.
to the land above described, before
addition to the Abbott Reservoir;
H. Willcox U. S. Commissioner at his
thence S 48 degrees 10 minutes W 300
office at Roy, N. M., on
feet to Station 22; thence N 86 deApril, 15191.
grees 50 minutes W lfiO feet, more or
Claimant names as witnesses:
less, to the range line between Range
24 east and 25 east; thence north
Jeff McKeo
Cole Weir
along said range line 215 feet, more
Frank St. Peters.
Huberí West
or less, to the northwest corner of
All of David N. M.
southwest quarter of the northwest
PAZ VALVERDE,
quarter of said section thirty, the
Register. point of beginning, describing a tract
of ground of the area of 1.4G acres,
to-w-

WJ-NE-

e

,

HOY TRUST AND
SAVINGS BANK,

DENTIST

-

When the Soldier Are Getting Well.
The convalescent soldiers are being
cared for In Italy by the American Red
Cross. There are sixteen hospitals already in operation and twenty-ninAt
other In process of construction.
these hospitals. In addition to the rare
!0f their wounds and their general
liealtb, the soldiers ore being taught
useful trades. Ther are typewriters,
r,owing machinas and tools for cnWne:

prepared to handle more busi--'
nesa and should be pleased
to add your name
to our list.

We are

Claimant names as witnesses:
L. V. Martinez, Casimiro1 Jaramillo,
F. B. Martinez, Edwardo Martinez, all
of Sabinoso, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

T. O, Scott

t

satisfied Patrons.

By

Interior.

r,..

v

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
February 10, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Jose de
la Cruz Martinez, of Sabinoso, N. M.,
who, on Jan. 13, 1916, made Addition-ta- l
Homestead Entry, Serial No.021499
NWtt and
for NW' NEV and N
NWyt Section 17, Twp. 17N.,
SW
Rng."26E., N.'M. P. M., has filed notice of intention to make Threé Year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, N. M.,
'
on the 17th day of April, 1919. '

'

n

o,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Register.

ROY'

2:8-191- 9.

G. B. Hall
C. V. Farley

The best evidence of our excellent
b finking service is our contin-- 1
ually growing list of

all of Solano, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

The Plumlee Hospital

Schitt,

NEi-SW-

Claimant names as witnesses:
C. W. B. Leatherman, John Beck-maThomas Bowman, Andres Tru-jill-

wes

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mills N. M
T. A. HAWKINS,
Mexico, February 11, 1919
A
Route
Notice is hereby given that Santos
Blea of Roy, N. M., who on Dec. 26,
1915, made H. E. No. 021288, for Lots
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, Sec. 5; Lot 4,
Section 4, Twp. 20N., Rng. 25E., N.
Department of the Interior,
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention u. S. Land Office at Clayton, New- to make Final Three Year Proof to
Mexico, February 11, 1919
establish claim to the land above deNotice is hereby given that
scribed, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Roy R. Day, of Roy, Mora county,
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N. M., who, on January 21, 1916, made
New Mexico, on the 8th day of April, H. E. No. 021539,. for N
Sec. 14,
1919.
Twp. 21N Rng. 26E., N. M. P. M.,
Claimant names as witnesses:
has filed notice of intention to make
Elogio Esquibel, Celedón Esquibel, Final Three Year Proof, to establish
Jose C. Maestas, Adolfo Montoya, all claim to the land attove described, be
of Roy, New Mexico.
fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner
PAZ 'VALVERDE, Register.
at his office at Roy, N. M., on the
9th day of April,' 1919.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register.
T. H. Blankenship, Ben C. Jorden,
Harry H. Mayberry, Jesse M. Johnson

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Feb. 6, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Mre.
Eliza A, Kelsey, of Rey, N. M. who on
Oct. 25th 1915, made H. E. No. 020954
for Lola 2 and 3. Sec. 31
Township 21 North, Range 28 East,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described
before F. H. Foster U. S. Commissioner at Roy N. M. on April 7, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Neis Wetterbus
D. W. West
J. II. Kelsey
Joseph Wright
All of Roy, New Mexico.

Oír,

1919.

"

Claimant names as witnesses:

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,

a

EVIDENCE

NE;

SE,

Register.

Odis Arbogast, Virgil Haltom,James
Baker, Thos. McGrath, all of Mills,
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Its Our Business to Fix Them.

Proprietors,

PAZ VALVERDE,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
February 25, 1919
Notice is hereby given that William
E. Cunningham, of Mills, Mora county, N. M., who on September 15, 1915
made H. E. No. 020868, for HYt SE
Sec. 22, Twp. 21N., Rng. 25E., N. M.
P. M., has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof to establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U S. Com
missioner, at his office at Roy, N. M.,
on the 19th day April, 1919.

in Ford Factories. We have them in stock all the time.

Reasonable Rates.

Solano, Mora County, New Mexico,
who on August 30, 1915, and December
26, 1915, made H. E. No. 020712, and
No. 021202, for SV4 SE',4,
and
Section 12, Twp. 18N., R.
Ntt
27E, N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three ,Year
Proof, to establish claim w the land
above described, before F. II. Foster
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, N. M., on the 17th day of April,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

at List Pric- e- Made

S

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
February 25, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Ollie
Johnson, formerly Ollie Lancaster, of

Victoriano--

ty

Re-bor- ed

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

JO

SEJ-NW-

i;

more or- less.
And that said land is required, for
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
purposes for an addition to
railroad
Department of (he Interior, U. S. Land
what is known as the Abbott Reser
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
voir, for development of water supFeo. 18 1919.
ply for railroad operations as more
Notice is hereby given that
fully appears from the petition on
NaborsitaA. De Cordoba, widow of file in tho office of the Clerk of said
Francisco Cordoba of Mill.", N.'M. who Court, and by sájd petition the peon, Feb. 11, 1914, made H. E. No. titioner prays for the appointment of
.
three disinterested freeholders as com
017500, for th NEi and the SEi, Se.-the damages
RhukO 25 E., N. missioners to assess
19, Township 21 N,
may severally
defendants
which
the
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention
sustain in consequence of the estabto make Final Three Year Proof to eslishment, erection and maintenance of
tablish claim to the land above de- the proposed reservoir over and upon
S.
U.
Willcox,
U.
W.
scribed, before
said lands so to be used for public purCommissioner nt his office at Roy, N.
poses in connection with and for thn
April 15 1919.
M
on,
use of said railroad, and that said
Claimant names as witnesses:
tract of land be condemned for railroad purposes aforesaid according to
Polilo Avmijo,
Ignacio Matsta
Madrid.
Femiu
the practice of this Court.
J oso Mafia Matstas
And tho petitioner will call up this
all of Mills, N. M
petition
for hearing in Chambers, bePAZ VALVERDE,
fore the Honorable judge of said Court
Register. D. J. Leahy, at Las Vegas, New Mexico, on tho 26th day of April, A. D..
1919, at ten o'clock in the forenoon
of said day, or as soon thereafter as
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
counsel may be heard.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
The name and business addrB.s of
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
petitioner's attorney are Harry II.
,
Feb. 18, 1919
Tucumcari, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby givon that
who
Dawson .Railway Company,
Cola Weir, of David New Maxico,
'
on August 12, 1915, mde H. VE No.
By Harry H. McZHroy, Attorney.
.

'

Insurance,
Auction Sales, Notary Public,
Farms & Ranches Bought & Sold.

Farm Loans,

11

'

"

Office in the old Telephone Building,

,i

ROY, N. Si.

y,

V

ap'ira

Warrants w SllTcI

daughter of the late A. Rodgers War
ren, the well known broker, to Mr. Mal
colm Corcoran Dunn of Fifth avenue.
Miss Warren. It will be remembered,
was one of the most charming of our
season before last's debutantes amd"r- -.

LIFT OFF CORNS!
iApply few drops then lift sore,'

eta

touchy corns off with
The captain read the brief Item
through.
fingers
"Yes," he said slowly, "I see."
Pearson looked at him In amazement
"Are you going to permit her to mar
ry that-t- hat
fellow
(CopyrtgWby Dt, App!to
Co.)
"Well, I ain't sartin that I can stop
her."
"My God, maní Do you realise and
CHAPTER XIII.
Caroline to know, and she and Mat-colíes.
xou're fond of music; you she your niece why"
12
"There, there, Jim I I realize It alL
knew. I knew It Her tellln toia me so. And 'Alda' Is beautiful
A Rook or a Llahthoua.
It's my business to
I
Caroline of It, her story of it, when I Come on. It will do us both good."
Use It"
rpnUS Captain Ellsha entered an-- wasn't there to contradict, was as "Hum! Well, I don't know."
"And It Isn't mine. No, of course. It
other of New York's "circles,1
smart a piece of maneuverin' as ever "Ida Get ready."
.
that which centered at Mrs. Hep-Ma'- s was. It took the wind out of my sails, The captain looked at bis caller's isn't You're right there."
boardln
house. Within a week because, though I'm Just as right as I evening clothes.
"Hold onl" commanded the, captain.
he was as much s part of It as if he ever was, Caroline wouldn't listen to "What do you mean by gettln' "Hold on, Jim I Don't you go off ha'f
bad lived there for years. At lunch, me nor believe me now."
ready?" he asked.
"You've got on cocked. When I said 'twas my business
' oq
the day of his arrival, he made his "She'll learn by experience."
your regimentals, open front and alL to realize this thing I meant just that
appearance at the table in company
WHAT DID SHE BUMP?
nothln' more. I wa'n't hlntln', and
"I don't mind so much Caroline's My uniform Is the hnntln' case kind; and
you ought to know it You do know it.
with Pearson, and when the landlady beln' down on me,"
cap fits in better with church sociables and
resumed
the
exultantly announced that he was to
In these days of good education chil
little1
Doesn't hurt a bltt Drop
don't your
tain. "She'll know
some day. I South Denboro no'tbeasters. If I wore
young man paused. "Yes," he dren learn things their fathers and Freezone on an aching cora. Instantly
be "one of our little party" thereafter hope, and If she better
The
one
yours
those
vests
of
like
Abble'd
don't well, I'm only
know very little about.
lie received and replied to the welcom a side Issue in her
that corn' stop hurting, then yon lift
We, anyhow, hove make me put on a red flannel lung pro answered, after an lnstaufs struggle mothers
Norn,, aged nine, met her father the It right out. Yes, magic I
ing salutations of his fellow boarders In by
with his feelings; "yes, I do. I beg:
keep
tector
to
pneumonia.
from
catchln'
like
dog
the
of
accident
section
your pardon, captain."
with unruffled serenity.
other day, with her little Woe eyes
A tiny bottle of Freezone- costs but
collar in the sassate. But I do hope And she'd think 'twas sinful waste be- The captain paid frequent visits to her
knocked you m your beam full' of tear.
tew cents- - at any drug store, bat is suffi
of
'Sort
by experience won't come siaes, runnin tne risk of spllln' a
learnln'
"01U daddy !" she wallet "I've Just cient to remove every hard com, soft
ends, I understand. Well,
the offices of Sylvester, Kuhn & Graves too late to save
bar from what shell clean blled shirt so quick. Won't I a sigh, "I ain't exactly on Jim," with fallen and bumped my
In Pine street Upon the senior part- patella."
corn, or corn between the toes, and the
an
even
keel
look
like
an
undertaker sittin' along
be awful sorry for by and by."
myself,"
"Dear, dearf Poor little glrir said calluses, without soreness or irritation.
Mr, whom he esteemed and trusted not "It
aide of your"
declared
lawyer,
the
with
must"
only as a business adviser but a friend,
father sympathetically., as with the
Freezone Is the sensational discovery
"Not a bit If It will ease your mind
CHAPTER XIV.
he depended for Information concern- decision. "You must see to it Capbent Intention In the work! he bent Of a Cincinnati genius. It 1 wonderful.
change
to
a
business suit
"Now We're Cemin' to the Rook."
ing happenings at the Warren apart tain Warren. You are her guardian. I'll
to examine Her elbow.
She is absolutely under your charge.
"I don't care. You know how I feel
o'clock is an early hours for
'
ment
Norn
Spirited Meeting.
herself angrily away.
We
had
a
She
do
spell
little
hats
talk
about
nothing
can
a
importance
of
un
a New York lawyer of prom- Caroline sent him regular statements
su
a
"Humph!"
she
snorted,
a seance last night"
"I
vita
attended
ago,
you
remember.
It you're willin'
uieui-- iu ins at urn place OI DU8U perior air. "I said my patella that's
of her weekly ' expenditures, also bills less you consent"
"Any spirits raised?"
me
to
am,
as
so,
I
take
"Yup;
a
year.
without
that's
one
more
'Just
for
ness.
Captain
Yet
when
Ellsha asked not my elbow. My elbow's my great
for bis approval, but she had written
"Yes; a reporter present exhibited
him but once, and then only a brief Just one, remember. Then she'll be plea,' as the hymn tune says, why, I the onlce boy of Sylvester, Kuhn St sesamoid !"
a
spirit of Investigation and this
say
go.
'yes'
and
Set down Graves if the senior partner was In ha
note. The note brought by a messen- of age, and I can't say "Boot And her cal'late I'll
raised a spirit of resentment." Beston
ger accompanied a package containing share of BIJe's maneU be hers too. ana wait wnue I get on my cere received an affirmative answer. Syl
'
The Sort
Evening Transcript.
vester welcomed him gravely.
the chain which he and Pearson select And don't you believe that that fact monials."
some one to dear
want
Politician!
The pair walked over to Broadway, He pushed an electric button on hla my character for
ed with such deliberation and care at has slipped Sister Dunn's memory.
the coming cam- BOSCHEPS SYRUP
the Fifth avenue jeweler's. Under the ain't on deck to bead her off now. If boarded a street car and alighted be desk. The office boy answered the pulpm
existing circumstances, the girl wrote, she puts Malcolm up to gettln Caroline fore the Metropolitan Opera House. ring.
Frlendr-Wh- y
Why use ordinary cough remedie
employ a scrub
not
"Have Mr. Kuhn and Mr. Graves ar writer?
she felt that she did not visa to accept to give her word and Caroline gives Pearson's seats were good ones, well
when Boschee's Syrup has been used
presents from him and therefore re it well, I know my niece. She's hon down In the orchestra. Captain Ellsha rived?" asked the lawyer.
so successfully for fifty-on- e
years la
great
surveyed
turned
and
the
Interior
she'll
orable,
stick
and
to
promise
"Yes,
her
sir; both of them, sir."
turned this one.
REAL SARCASM.
all parts of the United States foe
garbed
brilliantly
and
the
audience.
on
the rocks. And her
"Tell them CaDtaln Warren in hero,
After Pearson had departed one morn If It runs her
coughs, bronchitis, colds settled- - In the
Pearson bought a copy of the libretto, and ask them to Join us In the Inner
ing Captain Ellsha put on his hat and majesty Dunn knows that too. There
throat especially lung troubles? It
followed
captain
and
the
the
perform
away,
cat
beln'
fore,
the
she
room.
cal'lates
office.
Remind
Mr. Graves to bring
coat and started for his lawyer's
gives the patient a good nlghfs rest,
ance
with
interest
to
make sure of the
Sylvester was glad to see him and In now's the time
free from coughing, with easy expecwmsperea,
-ne
)))
Jim,"Bay,
witju
a
cheese."
vited htra to lunch.
toration In the morning, gives nature)
"But the cat can come back. The broad grin, 'If s a good thing this op"No, thank you," replied the cáptala
a chance to soothe the inflamed parts,
era Idea ain't carried into real life. If
"I Just run down to ask If there was song says It did, yon know."
throw off the disease, helping the payou
every
you
to
sing
word
had
said
"Um-hm- t
anything new In the offln'. Last time I
And got another kick,
tient to regain bis health. Made Id
be sort of dlstressln', 'special
'twould
see you, you hinted yon and your mates snouiant wonaeri
my
However,
America and sold for more- than half
ly
you
hurry.
A
was
rate
in
if
a
fust
sighted
had
Bomethln' or other through claws'll stay sharp for a year or there
a century Adv.
the fog, and It might turn out to be a abouts, and If It comes to a shindy solo when you was orderln the crew
to shorten sail would be a high old
rock or a lighthouse, you couldn't ten there'll be some tall scratchln' afore
Testing, the Theory..
you.
which. Made up your mind yet?"
climb a tree. Keep a weather eye on brimstone anthem, I'll bet
"No man wants to be too hard on
foyer
had
usual
The
animated
its
Sylvester shook his head. "No," he what goes on, won't you 7"
,
his children's follies."
crowd, and among them Pearson recsaid slowly, "It Is still foggy. We're
"I will, lou can depend on me."
"Then, sir, If your daughter mar
ognized
a critic of his acquaintance.
busy Investigating, but we're not ready
"I do. And, say, for goodness' sakes,
ríes me, will you make some allow
offered
to
He
captain,
introduce
the
to report"
put me out of my misery regardin' that
ance for her?"
"Humph I Well, what's the thing rock or lighthouse on BIJe's chart but the latter declined the honor, say
ing that he "cal'lated" he wouldn't
look like? Yon must be a little nlgher Boon's ever you settle which it is!"
"You
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
Certainly!
to It by now.
And, remember, don't shove bis bows in this time.
see your friend, Jim,"
!
To half p'nt of water add 1 oz. Bay Rum.
worry.
It may be a lighthouse or heave ahead andcome
The lawyer tapped his desk with
to anchor by this
a small box of Barbo Compound, and
pencil. "I don't know what it looks nothing at all. At all events, I'll re he added. 'Til
oz. of glycerine. Any druggist can put this
go by. I'll
pillar
fleet
watch
and
the
port
very
soon."
like," he answered. "That is to say, I
up or you can mix it at boma at verv lit
Bnt In spite of his promise Sylvester have to write Abble about all this.
"Shake before taking," read the fe tle cost. Full directions
don't I can't believe it is what It apfor making and
want
to
how
know
She'll
the
female
ver and ague victim from the label on use come in each box of Barbo Compound.
pears at this distance to be. If it is It did not report during the following
rigged."
was
craft
week or the next Meanwhile his
Is the most"
the bottle of medicine.
It will gradually darken streaked, faded
Left alone, he leaned against the
"Talk
He paused. Captain Ellsha waited client tried his best to keep the new
about your sarcasm," he said gray hair, and make it soft and glossy. It
pillar and watched the people pass and
to himself;, "that Is- sure the real will not color the scalp, is not sticky ec
for him to go on and when he did so mystery from troubling his thoughts repass
greasy, and does not rub off. Adv.
Just behind him. Two young
and succeeded only partially. The cap
thing."
asked another question.
men paused just behind him. He could As They Stepped Into
Trolley
Peardays
evenings
tain's
and
were
the
quiet
Tfie most what?" he demanded. "Is
Getting Bored.
not help overhearing their conversa
eon Bought an Evening Paper.
It likely to be very bad? Ain't discov and monotonous. He borrowed a book tion.
The Lineman.
Knlcker
What were you wonder
the papers. AndTTim, remember that The lineman, la busy
ered any more of those Cut Short bonds, or two from Mrs. Hepton's meager
ing?
"I presume you've heard the news?" none of us Is to be disturbed. Do yon in every land aand all bouI,
library, read, walked a good deal, gen
the time:
nave you 7"
aeked one casually.
Booker When trillions will come In
He works each day from pole to pole,
understand?"
The bonds to which he referred were erally along the water front and wrote
And finds a lob In every climb.
style.
replied
"Yes,"
other,
ehavthe
"I
dally
Miss
letters
to
"Yes, sir," said Tim and departed.
Baker. He and
tnose of a defunct Short Line railroad.
that Is, if you mean the news concern,!A large number of these bonds
Captain Ellsha regarded his friend
had Pearson were together for at least a ing Mai Dunn. The mater learned it
The Initial Dig.
Kmd ela lnilde as well ai ootald br tkbi
been discovered among A. Rodgers portion of each day. The author, fightft awDtie ilMtlv
with some dismay.
ftt Immmt tmnm a
"Ha the excavating been begun for vwujs
sprang
this
afternoon
and
It
dinner.
at
ing
down
dejection
discouragehis
and
cvuuifc TOUCH A4LT.
tura
Warren's effects. Part of his "tangled
Say," be exclaimed, "this must be your new house yet?"
No one was greatly surprised. Formal
assets, tne captain had termed them, ment set himself resolutely to work
serious if it takes the skipper and both
'Yes ; Tve dug up a thousnnd dol
Inexpensive Tonic.
differentiating from the "tangible" va- once more on the novel, and his nau- announcement made and all that sort mates to handle it!"
lars
advance money for the con
conthing,
of
believe.
to
I
Mai's
be
is tne Dest appetizer you
"wnat
tical adviser was called In for frequent
riety. Sylvester did not anilla. "It is," he tractor,"
-know of?" asked Smith.
"The ab
The story, however, gratulated."
Abble, my housekeeper, has been consultation.
"Cornel'
answered.
sence of the price of a meal," replied
"His mother Is, yon mean. She man
iwritin' me," he went on, "about havin' progressed but slowly. There was aged
way
open
led
He
Into
room
the
the
the campaign. The old lady is
Misunderstood.
Jones.
.the sewln room papered. She wants something lacking. Each knew what
ing from the rear of Us own. It was
t
Doctor You are badly In need of
,my advice concernln' the style of pa- that something was, but neither some strategist and I'd back her to win a large apartment with a long table In
ordinary
under
circumstances.
change.
But
I
Imoortaneta
Math
am
per. Says It ought to be pretty and named It
Examine carefully every bottle ttt
understand these were not ordinary; the center. Mr. Kuhn, brisk and busi
I'atlent I know It, doctor; but 1
out of the common, but not too expenOne evening Pearson entered the wise owl
of a guardian to be circum nesslike, was already there. He shook guess I cn raise enough to pay your CASTOKIA, that famous old remedy
sive. I Judge what she wants Is some-thi- n room tenanted by his friend to find vented or something
hands with his client As he did so
for infants and children, and see that It
of that sort"
Graves, dignified and precise as ever, fee.
that looks like money but ain't the latter seated beside the table, his
From
Dunns ha vent
what
hear
the
Bears the
I
really worth more than 10 cents a mile. shoes partially unlaced and a pair of won so
much after all. There was a entered, carrying a small portfolio fill
Signature
of (
Tve been thlnkln' I'd send her a bale big slippers ready for putting on.
Class
papers.
ed
Doubtful.
with
big
when papa died, so they
or so of those bonds. They'd fill the "Captain," said the visitor, "you look say. shrinkage of
Visitor Now, Willie, let me see how in use i or uver H) I ears,
took
four
The
chairs
at
the
table.
three or four millions
Instead
you know. What class of the Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoril
bill In those respects, wouldn't they?" so comfortable I hate to disturb you." it panned
out to be a good deal less Graves untied and opened the port- much
Sylvester laughed. "They certainly
Captain Ellsha, red faced and pant than one. I don't know much about It folio. Captain Ellsha looked at his annnai Kingdom uo 1 belong to7
Sounds Like It.
Willie Well, pa says you're an old
would, captain," he replied. "No, we ing, desisted from the unlacing and because our family
and his lips
and theirs have solemn companions,
"The poet speaks of that regal indo
hen and ma says you're nn old cat.
haven't unearthed any more of that straightened in his chair.
twitched.
drifted apart since they moved."
lent air she had."
t
sort And, as for this mystery of ours, "Whew!" he puffed. "Jim, your re "Humph! I imagine whatever the Sylvester took a card from his pock
"I see. An ode to his cook."
JOY OF LONELINESS.
give
you
I'll
the answer, if it's worth marks prove that your experience of panout it will be welcome. The Dunns et and referred to a penciled mem
giving at all, in a very short time. the world ain't as big as it ought to are dangerously close to the ragged orándum on its back.
"Captain Warren," he began slowly,
Meanwhile you go home and forget It" be. When you get to viy age and edge ; everybody has been on to that for
PAPE'S DIAPEPSIII
you know, and as directed by you.
!
"Well, I'll try. But I guess it sticks
some time. And it takes a few ducats "as
my partners nere and I have been en- out on my face like a four days' toothno
Busgoing.
Mai
Uncle
to keep
He's
sjernUj going
ache. But I won't worry about that
mo,n,thJs
sell when It comes to putting by for f?"3 L
FOR INDIGESTION
,
euei-isYou know best whether to tell me now
uul uluui
estimating
the rainy day."
or not and well, I'm carry In' about
uruuK uis TaWell, on rh wtinlA. I'm rather anrr
' """
all the worry my tonnage'll stand as
Bounties, sep-for-:-the
otter
"uu?
nartr. Mai is a eood
EAT ONE TABLET! NO CASES.
J
aratlng the good from the worthless,
'tis."
enough fellow and he certainly Is
ACIDITY, DYSPEPSIA OR ANY
was,
and
there
as
saw
we
at
a
glance.
He drew a long breath. Sylvester regame sport, but"
STOMACH MISERY.
a
surprising amount of the latter"
garded him sympathetically.
They moved on and Captain Ellsha
"Um-hminterrupted the captain.
"You mustn't take your nephew's
Undigested food! Lumps of pain:
heard no more. But what he had heard "cut short bonds and
the like of that
and niece's treatment too much to
was quite sufficient He sat through
belching gas, acids and sourness. When
me.
know.
Go
Excuse
on."
I
heart," he said.
your stomach is all upset, here Is ln
the remainder of the opera in silence
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
"Oh, I don't-t- hat
Is, I pretend 1
and answered all his friend's questions
tant relief No waiting!
don't And I do try not to. But I
and remarks curtly and absently.
Ever 8ee a Dlnoonekf
keep thlnkln' and wonderln' if 'twould
As they stepped into the trolley Pear
The dlngonek Is a huge, unclassified
have been better If I hadn't gone there
son bought an evening paper, not the aquatic monster, says the Wide World
to live at all. HI hum I A man of my
Planet, but a dignified sheet which Magazine. It resembles in many of Its
age hadn't ought to mind what a
shunned sensationalism and devoted characteristics the extinct dinosaur, a
twenty-year-ol- d
The moment you eat a tablet or two
girl says or does, 'spemuch space to the doings of the safe, huge reptile of thoMesozolc period, fo
cially when her kind, advlsln' friends
sane and ultra' respectable element Slla of which have been discovered by
Hunter What I like Is to get away of Pape's Diapepsln all the indigestion
have shown her how she's been dererceiviug mat nis companion ior some paleontologists In tne sandstone strata off In the pathless woods, where I. am pain and dyspepsia distress stops.
Your disordered stomach will feel
ceived and hypocrltted.
By the way,
reason aid not care to talk, he read as both of the African and American eon-- sure there Is no other human being.
speakln' of hypocrites, I suppose there's
You enjoy the vast soli fine at once.
Suddenly ünents. It lives In Lake Victoria Ny-Gunter
car
the
moved
downtown.
'
These pleasant harmless tablets of
Just as much Dunnin' ' as ever goln' The cat being away, she cal'lates Captain Ellsha was awakened from his anza and Its numerous tributaries
now's the time to be aura of the
and tudes of nature?
on up there."
No.
by
an
Hunter
reverie
hearing
But I like to feel cer Pape's Diapepsln never fall and cost.
his friend utter
cheese."
there 1b no record of the monster hav"Yes; a little more, If anything, I'm
exclamation. Looking up, the captain ing been seen in any other part of the tain that I am not going to be mis very little at drug stores. Adv.
afraid. Your niece and Mrs. Dunn and waist measure youll realize that stoop-I- saw that be was leaning back in the world. Whether
is a descendant of taken for a deer by some .amateur
over and comfort don't go together. seat the paper lying unheeded in bis one of the huge itprehistoric
her precious son are together now so
Train up a child in the way you
saurlans marksman.
hope to be comfortable pretty soon, lap.
constantly that people are expecting
should have gone yourself. Ilous- has by a process of adaptation
that
well, you know what they expect"
but I shan't be till them boots are off.
eeau.
He Knew.
"What's the matter?" asked the older living as it does In impenetrable reSet down. The agonyH be over In a man anxiously.
"I can guess. I hope they'll be
yer
alg
do
side
"Which
of
away
from the encroachments
gions far
minute."
"What Is that man's business pur
Pearson started, glanced quickly at of civilized man continued with but you want fried,- - mister?" nsked the
"So do I, but I must confess I'm fearPearson declined to sit "Not yet" his friend, hesitated, and looked down 6ught modifications through prodigious
smart aleck restaurant sandwich suit?" ."Making a living, but he's nevful. Malcolm himself Isn't so wise, he said. "And you let those shoes again.
er caught It yet"
ages to the present time, or whether it sllnger.
but his mother Is"
alone until you hear what Tve got to "There it is," he said. "Read it"
"The Inside, please," responded the
Is an unclassified reptile or amphibian,
"A whole book of Proverbs, heyt I say. A newspaper friend of mine has
Granulated tytV.X.
Captain Ellsha took the paper, drew it is equally impossible to say, as no chronic customer blandly, as hi
know. She's an able old frigate. I sent me two tickets for the opera to- his spectacle case from his pocket
ErM nflan,ed T expo!
piece.
specimen exists either of its bones or reached for a
mrc to sua, van ana wfflS
did think I had her guns spiked, but night I want yon to go with me."
his glasses and read. The Item of its skin. That tils monster does exshe turned 'em on me unexpected. I Captain Ellsha was surprised.
was among those under the head of ist however, theft) can be no particle
At the Muslcale.
yeíéffléay'rSmmuI
thought I had her and her boy In a
"To the operar ho repeated. "Why, "Personal and Social." It was what he of doubt as the ffestimcay of authori
Mr. Buffneck Say, that bird Is sure
Jurt B'e Comfort
At
L
.
clove hitch. I knew somethln' that I that's
sort of tnetn theater: pint expected. "The engagement Is today tative eyewltnefCii Msaat to
hitting the high places on that piano, Your Drugc-ntor by mail COc per Bottle,
vac atutía sure they wouldn't want
Miss
Beak
For
Eye
announced
Ins
CaroUos
el
Isn't he?
Warren, latJjf
free write
f
Mr. Lowbrow
Uh huh, regulai Murina Eyt Remedy Co Chicas
sharpshooter,
t,

By Jcceph C. Lincoln
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'AGE TEA BEAUTIFIES
AND DARKENS HAIR
3ont Stay Grayl
It Darkens
Naturally that Nobody
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JAP RULE.

1

I

WILL SEND DELEGATE8 TO PARIS
TO APPEAR BEFORE PEÁCE
CONGRESS.
.

Western Nawapaper Union News Service.

San Francisco, March 10. The Ko
rean National Association of San
Francisco received caoie advices yes

terday from Shanghai that Korea declared Its independence of Japan at 1
o'clock on the afternoon of Saturday,
March 1. The cablegram, which was
signed by Ilyun Soon," special representative of the Korean National In
dependence Union, read : "The Korean
National Independence Union, com
posed of 3,000,000 people, Including
8,000 Christian Churches of Heaven
worshippers, all colleges, schools and
other bodies, declared the independence of Korea at 1 p. m., March 1, at
Seoul, Ting-Yanand other cities. We
have sent Delegate Representatives
Son Pyung HI, Khee Sang Chai and
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The Flavor Lasts

TU Sun Chu."

AH

in

three binds sealed
air-fig-

impurity-proo-

ht,

packages.
SURE

to get

lioni or
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;
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reach Paris.

Be

Force Germany to Meet Terms.
Paris. The Havas agency's report
on the meeting of the supreme war
council says : "The greater part of the
session was devoted to the discussion
of the situation created by the Interruption of the Spa negotiations. It
was decided to notify Germany that
she must execute the conditions of Article VIII of the supplementary armistice signed at Treves on Jan, 16, which
stipulated that In order to insure the
provisioning of Germany and the remainder of Europe, Germany must
place her merchant marine fleet under
the control of the allied and associated
powers for the period of the armistice,
this arrangement to have no effect upon the final disposition of the ships."

ÜHIGLEY5

xrjxaxnj
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els of wheat to the acre can bo had on
asy terms at from $15 to $30 per
aero good crazing land at much less.

Many farm paid for from a (ingle year crop. Raising
cattle, aheepand hogs brings equaUuccesa, The Government
encouraaea fanning and etock railing. Railway and
Land Companies offer unusual inducements to Home Seek
mrm. KarmM fnitv i,a atwkid hv Inana at moderate uiterest.
Western Canada offers low taxation, good markets and shipfree schools, churches and healthful climate.
1 ping;partiralira
d
as to rafaMd railway rates, loestlon of IsnA,
For

N

3 e?

UUrstura, eta., apply to Sopt. of lmmis.. Ottawa, Cos., or
W. T. BEIWm, Xssa 4, Bn BnUdlal. OWUU, HiK

,.

Canadian Government
,n

Agent
KJ i,.

COLT DISTEMPER

Imli

Chicago Fights Sleeping Sickness.
of Health
John Dill Robertson announced that
the first report of death attributed to
letharglo encephalitis to come to his
personal attention has Just been reported. He has issued Instructions to
Chlrago.--Comraissio-

all physicians requiring thera to report
all cases of the disease with their observations on Its character. The commissioner said the disease resembles
but most certainly is not the "sleeping
reportAUXe
vesrahaahelDedtoíeed II sickness" of Africa. The death
world the same raponsi- ed was tlntt of a man 40 years old. A
bilit of production Mill rati uoon her.
case reported In Kvanston Is that of a
Vhtl Mdh nrlcM for Grain. Cattle and Sbeao
young woman who has been In a state
are sure to remain, price of land it much below ita value.
Land capable of yielding 20 to 45 bushof coma for eighteen days.

t

You can prevent this loathsome disease from running
with
through your stable and cure all the colts sufferingyoung,
No matter how
It when you be(rln the treatment use
18
any
colt.
It
on
lo
is
COMPOUND
safe
BPOHN'S
how
all distempers,, no matter
wonderful how It prevents
SPOHN'B
"exposed."
any
age
are
the colts or horses at
is gold by your
.

drug-gist-

.

BPOHN MEDICAL. CO, Sole Mítth Goshen, Ind.

Love Finds a New Way.
The "honeymoon express" Is the
name of on airplane on exhibition at
New York.' It Is elaborately upholstered and has a telephone between
bride, bridegroom and pilot, a windshield and other novel fixings. The
bicycle built for two, how fur In the
dtetant past Springflld Eepublican.

Where Valkyries Rush In.
We have tried to be sane in the

matter of popular prejudice against
e
German music, but when a
picture-shoorchestra undertakes to
play the "Ride of the Valkyries," tlien
the A. P. L. and. its allied forces of
suppression cannot act too quickly to
suit us. Kansas City Star.
five-piec-

w

One may learn what is In the hu
Perhaps all thlngs'come to him who
waits, but there nre many things not man heart by whut comes out of It
Swinburne.
worth waiting for.

WEAK KIDNEYS MEAN
A WEAK BODY
When you're fifty, your body begins to
creak a little nt the hinges. Motion is
more slow and deliberate. "Not so young
a I used to be" is a frequent and unwelcome thought. Certain bodily functions
upon which good health and good spirits
so much depend, are impaired. The weak
pot is generally the bladder. Unpleasant
symptoms show themselves. Painful and
annoying complications in other organs
arise. This is particularly true with elderly people. It you only know how, this
trouble can be obviated.
For over 200 years GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil has been relieving the inconvenience and pain due to advancing
home
years. H is a standard,
remedy, and needs no introduction. It is
now put up in odorless, tasteless capsules.
These are easier and more pleasant to take
Aban the oil is bottles.
Each capsule contains abor.4 ane dose of
Bve. drops. Take them just like you would
any pill, with a small swallow of water.
They soak into the system and throw off
e
the poisons whiohare making you old
your time. Ifcey will quickly relieve
old-tim- e

Want Certain Conditions.
Berlin. The conditions under which
the workinginen's council of greater
Berlin declared Itself willing to approve the action of the Berlin Federation of Labor in adopting a resolution
calling the strike off have been announced. The conditions included the
retirement of the volunteer regiments
from Berlin and the release of Insurgents arrested during the strike. The
council Is the body dominated by the
radicals which has been directing the
strike.
Resort to Kultur Treatment
Berlin. Blood and Iron have once
more proved an efficacious cure for
terrorist outbreaks in this capital.
With utter, ruthlessness, working on
the theory that no price In Uves Is too
high to pay for saving the fatherland
from anarchy and chaos, War Minister Noske has put down the Spartucan
rebellion, and Berlin is quiet and orderly again, though some of its principal streets and squares resemble the
bloodiest battlefields in France. ,The
week was the worst In the city's history. The price came high 150 killed
and at least 000 wounded. The de"ath
toll may prove higher. From many a
pile of debris which was a stately
structure before the government's war
planes swept down upon it and
dropped bombs, rise the muffled
moans of wounded rebels.
6,000 Married In France.
Paris. Within the pnst year 6,000
Americans in France have married
French women, according to the Petit

those stiffened joints, that backache, rheu
matism, lumbago, sciatica, gall stones,
gravel, "brick oust," etc. They are an Journal.
The brides for the most
effective remedy for all diseases of the
newspaper, were counbladder, kidney, liver, stomach and allied part, says the
try girls or employés of town
organs.!
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules
cleanse the kidneys and purify the blood.
They frequently ward off attacks of the
dangerous and fatal diseases of the kidneys. Thev have a beneficial effect, and
often completely cure the diseases of the
bodily organs, allied with the bladder and
kidneys.
If you are troubled with soreness across
(V.
n TTlblt
,;k ".imnln"
1
l ilU IU1UP VI
' and"benftina
"""I"- - arliM
the
it may JMA4f,il
in the back take warning,
í:
t
i
f
preliminary inuicauona ui ouiuc uicauiui
malady which can be warded off or cured
if taken in time.
Go to your drufgist today and get a bos
of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules.
Money refunded if they do not help you.
Three sizes." GOLD MEDAL are the pure,
original imported Haarlem Oil Capsules.
Acceyk

Aiu

ouunuiuiM.

aun

' Ton

can turn gray, faded hair beautifully dark and lustrous almost over
alght lf you'll tret a bottle of "Wyeth's
Sage and Sulphur Compound1' at eny
drug store. Millions of bottles of this
old famous Sage Tea Recipe, Improved
oy the addition of other Ingredients,
are sold annually, says a
druggist here, because it darkens the
hair so naturally and evenly that no
one can tell It has been applied.
Those whose hair is turning gray or
becoming faded have a surprise awaiting them, because after one or two
applications the gray hair vanishes
and your locks become Juxurlantly
dark and beautiful.
This is the age of youth.
unattractive folks aren't
wanted around, so get busy with
Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur Compound
and you'll be delighted with
your dark, handsome hair and your
youthful appearance within a few

Red Cross to Fight Diseases.
New York. Plans for organization
of an international Red Cross, to be
led by the American Red Cross in a
campaign to prevent
great pence-tim- e
disease, relieve suffering, and make
the world what the war was fought
for a better place to Uve In were
outlined by Dr. Livingston Farrand,
newly appointed chairman of the central committee of the American Red
Cross, at a conference of Atlantic divl
sion chapter delegates in New York.
About 1,500 delegates were present.

KSJ

well-know-

Gray-haire-

days.

d,

Adv.

Not Susceptible to Experiment
"Now everything has Its use," explained the guy who knows pretty
nearly everything and knows it. "Take
poison, for example "
"Excuse me!" said his
friend, as he started to leave. "You
can take it yourself, if you want to,
but you can't work your experiments
out on me." Exchange.
g

-

also was announced here that
recognition of the Independence of
Korea will be urged at the Paris peace
conference. Two delegates are now In
Washington, It was said, making efforts to obtain passports in order to

It

,.

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured

Yoni'NoseKiTOVS
Alt smoking tobaccos use some flavoring. The
Encyclopaedia Britannica says about the manu-factur- e
on the Continent
of smoking tobacco,
and in America certain 'sauces are employed ... the
use of the 'sauces' is to improve the flavour and
burning qualities of the leaves."
Tuxedo uses chocolate the purest, most wholesome and delicious of all flavorings! Everybody
likes chocolate we all know that chocolate added
to anything as a flavoring always makes that thing
still more enjoyable. That is why a dash of chocolate,
added to the most carefully selected and properly
aged burley tobacco, makesTuxedo more enjoyable-"Yo- ur
Nose Knows"

"...

by local applications as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There la
only one way to cura Catarrhal Deafness,
ana that Is by a constitutional remedy.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE acta
through the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
of the System. Catarrhal Deafness Is
caused by an Inflamed condition of the
mucous lining- of the Eustachian Tube.
When thla tube Is Inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when it Is entirely closed. Deafness is the
reresult. Unless the Inflammation can benorduced and thla tube restored to its
mal condition, hearing may be destroyed
forever. Many cases of Deafness are
caused by Catarrh, which is an Inflamed
condition of the Mucous Surfaces.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any
ease of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
be cured by HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE.
All Druggists 75c. Circulars free.

Try Thii Test: Rub a little Tuxedo briskly
in the palm of your hand to bring out its full
aroma. Then smell it deep its delicious, pure
fragrance will convince you. Try this test
with any other tobacco and we will let Tuxedo

-

F. J.

"""""

'

stand or fall on your judgment

"Your Nose Knows"

Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Thought Vowels Were Birds.
Examiner Well, my good boy, can
you tell me what vowels are?
First Boy Vowls, zur? Es, of
course I can.
Examiner Tell me, then, what are

y

d Cigarette)

for Pipe

The Perfect Tobacc

or

Guarantee

eWi

vowels?

First Boy (grinning at the simplicity of the question) Vowls zur!
Why, vowls be chickens. Farm and
Home.

COUNT FIFTY!

PAINS

AND NEURALGIA

"Out of Torment and Misery to Comfort"

""

Hea'dache
Neuralgia
ÍToothache
Earache
Rheumatism
Lumbago

GONE

Instant relief! Rub this nerve torture
and misery right out with
"8L Jacobs Liniment"
Rub this soothing, penetrating liniment right Into the sore, inflamed
nerves, and like magic neuralgia disappears., "St. Jacobs Liniment" conquers pain. It is a harmless "neuralgia
relief which doesn't burn or discolor
the Bkln.
Don't suffer I It's so needless. Get
a small trial bottle from any drug
store and gently rub the "aching
nerves" and In Just a moment you
will be absolutely free from pain and

honest pain
can not injure. Adv.
old-tim-

stroyerIt

Suitable to the Part

Influenzal
Colds
Stiff Neck.

II;

Joint Pains
if

Adults
Tate one or two "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" with)
water. If necessary, repeat dose three times a dáy, after meals.

Holds the Faith of Medical Leaders!
20 cent Bayer packages also larger Bayer packages.
Buj Bayer packages only Get original package.

TO n 1 1 ra?
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Bpnriiai
Genuine Tablets

de-

"How was the heroine dressed in
that screen drama?" "Oh, in a gown
of some filmy stuff."

Grippe!

"Proved safe by

suffering.
No difference whether your pain or
neuralgia is in the face, head or ony
part of the body, you get instant relief

with this

Colds

AIM
111 if

is

ThsTBayef Cross"on
Aipirin

ü the trade

mark of Bayer atanufscture of Monoaeetlcacidester of Sallcylicadd

Proof tliat Some Women
do Avoid Operations

7

Mrs. Etta Dorion, of Ogdensburg, Wis., says:

"I suffered from female troubles which caused piercing; pains
like a knife through my back and side. I finally lost all my
strength so I had to go to bed. The doctor advised an operation
but I would not listen to it I thought of what I bad read about
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and tried it. The first
bottle brought great relief and six bottles have entirely cured me.
All women who have female trouble of any kind should try
Lydia . Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
Canton, Ohio. "1 suffered from a female trouble which
ana two aoctors
suffering,
aeciaea that
caused me much
íi
.
Y.
Ll i uwws xT wumA m
au unuuu
nave 10 go lurouyu
I wouiu
gei wen.
I
"My mother, who had been helped by Lydia E. Pinkbe- -.
try
me
Compound,
to
advised
Vegetable
it
ham's
.
.
11
11
i
Ti rene
veuI we .Jnoiu m
lore suDmitung w an operation, it
my trOUOies SO I can uu my udubo wura. wituuuw uj
u
CUmcuicy. I aavise any woman wno is anucrcu wivu m
iemale troubles to give luyala js. nnnnanvs v ege
table Compound a trial and it will do as much
n thorn
Vrl f APTKi HftYT. 1421 6th Kt
XT. E., Canton, Ohio.
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An Operatiort(i

LYDIA E.PINKHAM
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Every Sick Woman Shm m'áiu

Before Submitting
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How Mrs. Boyd Avoided an Operation.
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Y. M. C. A. Man Returns With Story
cf Finding Hunt in French

Bar ALU

Monev

TO LOAN

v

I

I

U

Uniform.'
Under shell fire and gas for three
weeks, the buildings in which he ran
bis canteen hit six times, end finally
knocked out by a shell which killed
four men, wounded thirty and put him
la a hospital for two months, Guy A.
Willis, a Grand Rapids lumberman,
has returned on crutches from France
with some evidence of the zeal with
which the Y. M. C. A. canteen men
worked with the troops In the St. ill-hiand Argonne drives.
Willis was attached to, the Three
regiment,
Hundred and Fifty-fiftEighty-nintdivision.
In the Toul
sector, which the division held until
the St. Mihiel drive began, Willis'
Y. M. C. A. outfit had a canteen near
Mont Sec, at Beaumont, and one of

Amounts on Easy Ss
Terms and will give I
You prompt Service. ukMSL-
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MONEV

loan

Office Under
fe. Masonic Hall,

Public Sale

you want the services of an
SALESMAN
whose work has always proven
satisfactory, it will make you
Money to consult me before making your SALE DATES.
No Sale too Near or too Far.
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Mare Colts,

1

yr. old each.
Great Critain..

In 1707, on tho union of Scotland,
Milch Cows, One of
Grt'iit
Urlliiin
líenme the official
the Best Dairy Herds on the
nnint' of tlie lirilish kingdom. Und so
W-2
F
Mesa, aged 6 to 8 yrs;
poiiKtitutcd until the union with Iren
Chws, 4 & 5 yrs; 2
land in 1801. Since January 1, lcSOl,
Cows, 3 & 5 yrs. with tlio olffclMl name of the kingdom, InGUY A. WILLIS.
cluding Knglawl, Wales, Ireland and
pnils and whatever else came handy young calf at side and fresh Scotland, and the nelfiliuorlng smaller
out to the boys. Three times shells Holstein cow 5yrs. giving milk Islands, is the United Kingdom of
Jersay-Hol-stei-

d

d

e

m.-in-

Three
Red

Heifers.

VV.F.

Short-Hor-

n

Great Britain and Ireland.

Bull.

yearling. (Heifers;
Heifers with calves,
steers.

2

2

4
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Farm Machinery

Two Bites ?.nd a Sup.
While many of our familiar comparisons have been scrapped by modern
conditions, new comparisons are taking their place
for example:
"As
quickly over as a movie meal." Bos-

ton Transcript.

y-

piano-orga-

w

J:

Harness

2 Sets

of Leather Work HarChain Harness; Saddle

ness;
and Bridle.

H. H. Goods
Iron Bedstead; kitchen Cabinet, Chairs, Dishes; and other
articles too numerous to mention,

Terms
months
percent

USUAL TERMS:
time without interest, 12
from date if nat paid when dne,
10 off for cash over $10.00.
Auctioneer
Col. F. 0. White
Clerk
F. L. Schultz
8

Mrs. J. L. Hayes

The World's Holiday.
According to statistics drawn up by
the Guaranty Trust company of New
York, during the present year there
are only eighty-fou- r
days on which
banks are open everywhere In the
world. On every one of the other 2S1
days some nation somewhere will be
celebrating a civil or religious holl
day, or observing the Sabbath. Only
one of these holidays Is universal.
This is Mew Year's day, and eleven
different dates are observed by vari-

ous countries ns the beginning of a
new year. Some countries observe
more than one during the calendar
year. Five Christian countries do- not
observe Christmas as a legul holiday.

Happiness of Olden Days.
Owner.
In the days when a Maypole stood
In the Strand, music was one of the
Free Lunch at Noon.
great pastimes of the people of merry
Kngland. Those were the times of
good Queen Bess and tier Stuart successors. The cittern was heard In evVital Statistics of Japan.
According to statistics recently pub- ery barber's shop: "Go into a barlished the population of Japan proper ber's anywhere, no matter In what dison December 31, 1!17, was 57,01)8.373, trict, and It Is ten to one you will hear
llslribuled among V),'4Í,H'Í dwellings the sounds cither of a fiddle or a gui- 0.7 iter cent habitation. Compared tar, or see the instruments hanging
with the census of 11)10, a growth iu tip smewhere." Tho barbers or their
Imputation of 7!K),W(i . Is seen. This apprentices were the performers: "If
idle, they 'pass their time In life deruto of increase exceeds H per cent.
lighting music." So wr!te a i)umi!i.
In 1607.

t
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Subscribe Now to the

The Optician

Santa Fe

Dr. Fairbanks

George E. Scott, general manager
good Cows,
wheat.
of the American Ited Cross, thus ex4 plains the necessity ior the Christmas
Heifer and 2 Heifer Calves,
1 Brood Itoll Call :
Horses and 1 mule,
"The response that the people" of the
Sow,' 2 sets of Harness, Wagon, United States make when the
ChristBuggy,
New Wheat Drill 2
mas Roll Call summons them to a universal membership In the American
h
Van B., 1 good-enoug- h
Hed Cross will, if that response Is naPlow with sod bottom attach- tion wide, accomplish these things:
anfi other
ment, 1 good bob-sle"It will give exalted purpose and
small articles. For thirty days. high resolve to 'the Soldiers and Sailors of America.
For cash only. At $3250 or $2300
"It will give encouragement nnd renewed devotion to those who are workfor farm only.
ing here at home.
"It will give inspiration and courage
those of our people who are labor
.to
Roy N. M.
ing overseas."
1

12-inc-

C. H. Welch

O

New Mexican
N. M.
Santa Fe,
50c a month, $6.00 a year

Get Your
News From

v

Headquarters

All the official news of the
State Capital appears first
inthe Santa Fe New Mexican
.

All the fresh political possip
of the State Capital appears
first in the Santa Fe New Mex.
can..
The activities of all patriotic organizations
fully in the

are reported
Santa Fe ' New

Mexican.

.'

All authentic news of the
over
War, received
leased wire from the Associated Press is presented in the
Santa Fe New Mexican,
-

Great

Ü. Strong; County Treasurer,

Tom.

J. Taylor, Abstracto

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

n

mentalist's desire to do well ; and, as a
guarantee of good faith, the placard
concludes with the address of his firm
of solicitors nnd of his medical at;
tendant. London Chronicle.

Ifcteer

dn

' Roy, N. M..
Citizens State Bank,
Mills, N. M

A

Go-Dev- ii;

,

8ZIU0J,JVJ

,
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.
New 3i Mandt Wagon;
New Note in Street Music.
Harrow and seeder combinA new note In street music is struck
Emerson In the Strand, where a performer on a
Harrow;
ed;
exhibits a placard stating
Cham
Culiva'tor;
who has done
that: he is an
pion Corn Planter;
four years. There are also statements
New De Laval Cream Seperator. 08 to police supervision and the instru14-di- sc

Roy

REFERENCES:
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,

R
ÍM
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10 Good

crashed through what was left of the
roof of the building in which the
Y. M. C. A. had set up shop, but they
kept on at their work and ran the
canteen there for three weeks, until
they were shifted to the Argonne.
(
While at Benny Willis was busy In
the canteen one night when two officers entered. They wore uniform? of
the Fiftieth French artillery. The
canteen was full of doughboys getting cigarettes nnd chocolute, and the
Frenchmen, ' who seemed in a great
hurry, picked up several pieces of
chocolate nnd started to go out. Then
they hesitated and turned nck toward
the counter. As they did so a doughboy heard one of them say to the
other, "Wle vlel?" (How much?).
A group of eight or ten doughboys
entered at that moment, and In the
crowding and jostling and dim light
the soldier who had heard the remark
lost sight of the officers for a moment.
When he looked for them again they
had vanished. Headquarters was telephoned that spies had been In the
canteen, but the pair made good their
escape in the darkness.
In the Argonne drive Willis was at
station when Capwork in a first-aitain Baker was wounded In the barrage. Willis went back through the
barrage, serving as a litter bearer,
and helpej. carry wounded down
through the mud for four kilometers
to the ambulonces.
Two days before the last drive in
the Argonne Willis went back Into the
Tillage of Bomagne to get supplies for
n first-aistation. As he entered the
town the Germans opened np on it
with a battery of 88s, and the second
shell sent over landed in the street
within twenty-fivfeet of him. The
nhell killed two soldiers on a truck,
setting fire to the gasoline tank and
cremating one of the men. Two others
were killed and thirty wounded, one
of whom was Willis, n piece of steel
being driven through his foot.
The field hospital to which he wus
taken had been shelled ten minutes
before he arrived, and four hospital
attendants and several engineers had
been wounded. A few minutes later
some German airmen came over and
bombed the place, one of the bombs
ripping a pleee of cloth from under
the head of a doughboy two stretchers
The
away from the Y. M. C A. .
doughboy was not even scraiclvd.

p
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New Mexico.

He wishes he had!

Biggest Bargain Wed. March 9th.
Offered.
Stock & Ranch,

Mon.Mar. 17 '19

1

Spanish-America-

iif

In order to settle up the estate
of the late J. L. Hayes, I will
'
offer at public auction, at the
Of Raton
in1!!!!li!il!l!l(lliil!l!!lll!!!!H
N-Roy,
14
13
of
miles
farm
Will
be
in ROY again
miles
of Mills, 11 miles N-Little Gurvis Gilstrap, son of
of Solano N, M. on
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gilstrap, of
Roy, has been , very sick sinc
A good time to attend
Sunday. Friends are wishing for
Salo to commence at 10 o'clock
to your eyes.
his restoration to better health.
A. M. sharp, the following property to wit- Merry Meet Msn.
Raymond Tower is another Flu
160 acre improved place, fiisti in butcher's shop, 'nt inched to a
victim. Interferes with his plans good concrete block house
pig's tail: "Tills Is the Knd (if Our
some.
Rock I'oik Tliis Week." Iloston Transcript.
with basement
Mare, 4 yrs. 1200 lbs, breq to
good
barn
and Shed
Homer
Christman is home Well, and pump, and henhouse,
Jack: . Mare, 12 yrs, 1300 lbs;
Saddle from the army and is helping his and cave, etc. Place all fenced WHY AMERICA NEEDS
Horse, 7 yrs, 1100 lbs;
CHRISTMAS ROLL CALL
Mare, 4 yrs, 900 lbs, Gentle; brother, Jim, with the well drill and cross fenced, about 35 acres
2 again.
2 Horse Colts, 2&3yrs;
13 acres sowed to
well broke,
S--

SALE BILL

You can have

printed and make dates at the
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The money is yours
As quick as your
abstract can be secur- ed and the deal made.
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P. J. Conklin, Mgr.
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Let us know your wants and we will make a Deal.

his pleasant jobs was to drive almost
daily around the famous Dead Man's
curve on trips to get supplies for his
canteen. Willis entered Benny, In the
St. Mihiel drive, three hours after
the Germans hud been thrown out
'
of it.
building he found
In a
a German kitchen with three big cauldrons. For several nights he made cocoa hundreds of gallons a night
which was rushed in cans, shell cases.
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No Sale too Large or Small,
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Experienced

Noted, Tried,

Money to Loan on Farms on the Roy Mesa.

h

i

Col. F. O. WHITE

Mora, New Mexico
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INCOME TAX IS
TRULY POPULAR.
.
"The payment of Income taxes
takes on a new' significance
which should be understood by
every citizen. Tltaxatlon.sys- tern. of this country Is truly pop- ular, of the people, by the. peo- pie and fur the people. Every
citizen Is liable to ta;, and the
amount of the tax Is graduated
according to 'the success and for- tune attained by each' individual
in avalllug himself of the oppor- tunitles created and preserved II
by our free Institutions. The
method and degree of the tax Is a
determined by no favored class, A
but by the representatives of the
people. TIjV proceeds of the tax
should be regarded as a national
investment." Daniel C. Roper,
Commissioner of Internal Keve- nue.

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

'

i

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being;
straightened but and we are also prepared)
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands. ,

'

y
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

,1

u

dispatched wltbPromitneM aod Aveuie
Al Matters entrusted to
Your Business Respectfully Solicited

Chinese as Rice Growers.
The Chinese introduced rice culture
to Ilawarj, end they are slili the uhlef
rice growers of the Islands. They first
planted sugar fane nt the "Crossroads
of the pacific" and manufactured sugar, and when the Hawalluns began to
cease the cultivation of turo it was
the Chinese who became the taro
planters.

Anímala and Toes.
Xo living representative of the animal kingdom hu's more than five toes,
digits or claws to each foot, hand or
limb. The horse is the type of the
d
creation, the camel of the
the rhinoceros of the three-toeand the hippopotamus of the four-toetwo-toe-

one-toe-

d

and the elephant and hundreds of
of the

er animals

oth-

five-toe-

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
TheJRoy Drug Store
INCOME TAX lAYé '
FOR PUBLIC BENEFITS.
"Viewed In Its largest and tru- est sense, the payment of taxes
Is payment for benefits received
Only from a nar- or expected.
row and essentially selfish and
phortslghted viewpoint can the
Individual propose to himself
the evasion of tax liability1 as
desirable course of action."
Haniel C. ltoper, Commissioner
vi Internal Iieveuue.

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and.lStationery

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

"Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

d,

